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Fully Insulated “Tiny House Cabins” that ooze character and charm.
Custom Built in Kit Form which can be delivered throughout the UK

Comes in three standard sizes, with a range of add-ons and extras,
Bespoke sizes possible.

Prices from £7,950

www.tinyhousecabins.co.uk/glamping.html
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Who can forget the images of the
floods at the beginning of this year?
Villages stranded from the rest of the
country, livestock being moved to

Last September at the first ever Glamping Show, we
had an idea to produce a magazine for the trade. We
put a few issues out in the pages of our sister
magazine Holiday Parks Management, but this
magazine in your hands is what we planned and
hoped for, as we toasted the success of the
exhibition.

We sketched out a few of the ideas we thought we
might like to cover in the first few publications of
Glamping Business; planning, online booking,
insurance, crowdfunding to name but a few.
Somehow, we managed to get all of these subjects
into this one issue and so much more besides.

To say this was a learning curve for me, would be a
complete understatement. I made contact with so
many companies and consultants putting this
magazine together, that I nearly lost the plot
altogether, as Tony from Cedartree would attest, as I
asked him for a second time for copy he had just
sent over!

Well, here it is, we hope you enjoy reading it as
much as we did putting it together and we would
love to hear your feedback.

Steph
Glamping Business Editor
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Niche Escapes is going through a site
redesign, which is due to be ready at
the end of Spring/early Summer.
“We are very excited about this as it
will give our site a new way of
searching for niche rentals based on
the type of group you are and what
sort of interest or activity will make
your perfect holiday,” says Gavin
Ferns, CEO. “There is also an
evolution of the current brand logo
and colours and the whole UI/UX of
the site is having a major overhaul.
In all this will help us with customer
confidence and increase
conversions,” he adds. 

Niche Escapes has also completed
testing on a new listing process that
is much more reliable and robust
and is keen to welcome glamping
hosts to list with them, ready for the
launch. 
www.nicheescapes.com

New Design for Niche Escapes

Attending the Glamping Show in September for
the first time will be Horne Engineering Ltd.
Since 1909, Horne has been designing and

manufacturing specialist thermostatic
valves and showers that deliver

safe and comfortable
warm water for

handwashing,
bathing and
showering into a
variety of
specialist markets
(healthcare,
education, sport
and leisure,
DDA), including

the growing
holiday park and

glamping sectors.
A selection of shower

panels from Horne’s
extensive range can be

evaluated at the Glamping Show.
DDA/Equalities Act compliant showers will be of
interest for ‘inclusive’ and ‘accessible’ sites whilst
timed-flow-control showers (with or without user
temperature adjustment) should be of interest for
the environmentally conscious operator.  For
more sensitive clients, fully user-controlled (flow
and temperature) showers are also available with a
number of shower head options.

Leading Horne’s Glamping Show display will be a
relative newcomer to Horne’s range of showers:
the Duo Sport Shower column.  Pronounced
Doosho, it means ‘shower’ in the constructed
international language of Esperanto.   The Duo
has been specifically designed for group
showering installations, i.e. a number of timed-
flow-control Duo are supplied with safe and
comfortable pre-mixed warm water from a single
upstream Horne group thermostatic mixing valve
(TMV) that is optimally sized for the application. 

Horne Bring Showers 
to Glamping Show 

Four Legs Good
- For Business

The UK is a nation of dog lovers
with an estimated 8.5million living
in the country. For many dog-
owners glamping is particularly
attractive because it offers the opportunity for the whole family to go away
together without the need for pet passports or other complications. 

While there are some sites that are not dog-friendly, there are an increasing
number that recognize the opportunities. If your site is happy to have dogs
then it may be a good idea to look at getting a listing on one of the many
websites designed to help dog owners find suitable accommodation. 

Your Dog Holidays (www.yourdogholidays.co.uk) is an excellent site with
advice on taking a dog away and Dog People (www.dogpeople.co.uk) has a
directory of dog-friendly accommodation, with a rating system. 
Dog Friendly (www.dogfriendly.co.uk) states it has the largest database of

dog friendly sites across the UK, listing 27,000 venues, from glamping to
B&B listings. National glamping network Wigwam Holidays
is one operator that accepts dogs on some of its sites that
are located near fabulous dog walks.

“Holidays are for the whole family - no one should
be left out. Well-behaved dogs make perfect
glamping companions. Some of our sites even have
special facilities for pets, such as dog accessories to
purchase on site,” says a Wigwam company spokesman. 

NEWSlGBUSINESS
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Mark Burton of Tiny House has
redesigned some of his favourite
timber cabins into self-build kits –
that even a novice can build. This
will save a fair deal of money in
travel and build costs. 

The first trial kit from Tiny House
got the thumbs up from The Daily
Mail. You can see the details on the
company’s website. 
All the cabins are supplied with fully
insulated panels that fit together to make the
cabin structure. They are built from pressure-treated timbers for
longer life. These are the same sized timbers that you would use
to build a roof on a modern house, which you would expect to
last for decades. The kits come in 3 sizes and 4 styles and have a
range of extras and add-on's to make your cabin extra special.

Standard kits come with feather-edge roof coverings but can be
upgraded to Cedar Shingles that have a much longer life span
even in bad weather conditions.

If you would rather not take on the task of building the kit
yourself, Tiny House can advise a third party or send their
three-man team to build it for you. 

www.tinyhouseuk.co.uk

Money Saving Kits
from Tiny House
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Ivor Williams has created a horse trailer that's been converted into
a mobile bathroom complete with a shower, a two-person hot tub
and plenty of privacy.

Situated the right way, the “glamping spas” can also bring the
outdoors inside, affording bespoke views of the surrounding
countryside.

Ifor Williams Trailers hopes the concept will take off and
demonstrate the versatility – and adaptability – of its horse trailers.
Already its mobile spas are proving the latest must-have accessory
for glamping trips in the Netherlands.

Holiday firm Farm Camps ordered a further 19 horse trailers after
a prototype generated an extra 17,000 euros worth of advance
bookings in just a few weeks.

Spas on WheelsSpas on Wheels
Dogs love glamping too but there are some
parts of the campsite where owners will still
need to clean up after them. 

TiksPacs stations are unobtrusive but very
handy for sites and dog owners. They are
supplied fully assembled, including brackets
for mounting on existing poles or walls. They
come with 2,500 biodegradable dog waste
bags per year for each of your stations.

Property owners can lease TiksPac stations. The stations are
placed out in your area for the convenience of dog owners,
and at the same time, showcase your brand. 

A TiksPac station with free dog waste bags encourages dog
owners to pick up after their dogs. You install the stations
and are responsible for making sure that bags are available.
The stations result in cleaner green areas, playgrounds,
sandboxes and paths. 
www.tikspac.co.uk

TiksPacs – 
Keep Glamping Clean
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Bespoke Service from Ashwood
Ashwood Shepherd
Huts are completely
unique and designed
around the wishes of
the purchaser. There
are many hut sizes
available but customers
can also choose special
sizes to order. They can
also choose any colour
for their hut for no

extra charge. The doors and windows of the hut can be positioned
to suit your needs at no extra charge, while all timber used is from
managed forests and is Forest Stewardship Council (FSC)
approved.

All electrics are installed by a NIC EIC engineer and all electrics are
tested and certified. All insulation used is fire and sound proof. The
woodburners used in the shepherd huts are built and installed by a
local, highly skilled smithy.

Incredibly customers could have a new hut, built to suit their
specific needs, for as little as £8739.50 (ex vat).

See Ashwood at The Glamping Show 2016:
www.ashwoodshepherdhuts.co.uk
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Mattressman to the rescue!

According to The Japan Times,
glamping is growing massively in the
country. 

Hoshino Resort Co., a leading operator
of resorts and hotels, opened Japan’s first
glamping facility, Hoshinoya Fuji, in
Fujikawaguchiko, a town in Yamanashi
Prefecture, in October.

The facility consists of 40 cabins in the
woods overlooking Lake Kawaguchi.
When weather permits, guests have a
beautiful view of Mount Fuji. Outdoors,

they enjoy drinks and meals by a bonfire
and can stargaze from trees.

Accommodation doesn’t come cheap,
starting from ¥45,000 for an overnight
stay in a cabin, not including meals. But
at weekends, all the cabins are fully
booked.

“We welcome people who normally
avoid camping or outdoor activities
because now they can enjoy
extraordinary experiences without
worrying about the bothersome
preparations,” said Hirokazu Sawada,
general manager at Hoshinoya Fuji.

Neat RV Co. in the city of Chiba near
Tokyo contributes to the growing
popularity of glamping by selling U.S.-
built motor homes. These spacious
homes on wheels offer living
accommodation, air conditioning,
television, a bathroom and kitchen
facilities.

Exclusive Wedding Venue Colshaw Hall, Cheshire has just taken
delivery of Two Windermere Chalet Pods from Green Eco
Living.

Colshaw Hall a 300 acre estate Grade II listed exclusive wedding
venue in Cheshire has recently taken delivery of Two Chalet
Pods as a way to increase their accommodation. They choice the

top of the range Windermere Chalet Pod which includes a top
spec Kitchenette and will have an outside decking area for people
to sit out on warm summer evenings. This will make the Chalets
not only extra accommodation but that little bit more special for
guests.

With 300 acres of land around the main home the owners see
Green Eco Living’s Chalet Pods as a way to increase the amount
of accommodation without affecting the history and feel of the
main house which is listed. But with ever larger wedding taking
place at the venue the amount of onsite accommodation was
becoming an issue that needed to be addressed to maximise the
return on ever event and of course improve the experience for
the guest, step forward Green Eco Living and our Chalet Pods.
Although they have ordered only two to begin with, they are
already looking to the future and further ordered to increase
accommodation to meet the anticipated demand.

The Chalet Pods are to be housed in a secluded wooded area on
the estate giving the guests privacy from the main house, this in
time may well become a separate area within the estate.

Colshaw Hall Benefits from Chalets from Green Eco

NEWSlGBUSINESS
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continued...

The most important aspect of the glamping experience is a good nights sleep!
Don’t take any chances, consult Mattressman, the UK’s biggest online
mattress specialist — you can choose from thousands of mattresses that they
select from the top manufacturers, and get the very best advice from their
team of sleep experts. On top of that, Mattressman has lots of bed frames,
bedding accessories, and their own Designer Divans. They also offer some of
the cheapest prices around! The comprehensive filter system makes it easy to
find the right one for you and your guests. 
www.mattressman.co.uk

Glamping is Big in Japan

www.theglampingshow.com
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Airstream Site Set for
Leicestershire

An Irish funeral director and
embalmer from Sligo has
purchased a Boeing 767 aircraft
from Shannon Airport which he
plans to turn into unusual
glamping accommodation in his
field.

David McGowan (pictured left)
wants to start a “Quirky
Glamping Village” in his field in
Enniscrone, West Sligo — and hopes to host guests in converted
vehicles of various types.

The plane in Shannon was an engineless 159-foot long, 70
tonne, Boeing 767 with a 140-metre wingspan left behind by a
Russian company that went into liquidation and was firmly
sealed with frozen bolts. Having bought it for 20,000, Mr
McGowan then tried to figure a way of moving it by road. “We
put the whole process into place and engineered the whole thing
and after eight months we found that there were two bridges in
Clare that we just couldn’t get under,” he said. Using a barge
from Liverpool, Mr McGowan now plans to bring the plane up
the west coast to Enniscrone between March 21 and 26, during
high tide. 

It’s a Plane Sailing for Irish Glamping Operator

A hay field in Leicestershire is set to become a luxury
glamping site with yurts and American Airstream
caravans. 

Hinckley and Bosworth Borough Council Planning
Committee gave permission for change of use to the
project, which will be based near Ratcliffe Culey.
Applicant Dom Such, an Airstream fan, can now forge
ahead with the scheme which will offer 29 pitches for
holidaymakers at Westlands Farm, off Sibson Road.

The proposal was passed despite objections from
Witherley Parish Council and neighbours who raised
concerns over increased traffic, impact on wildlife, lack
of privacy and the use of the facilities for permanent
residence.

In support of the application, Ian Ritchie, from Rand
Architects, said: “Planning approval has previously
been obtained for relocation of a commercial business,
however, the applicants who are the owners of the site
and also live there have become involved in the
Airstream caravan community.

“They now feel from their attendance at a number of
caravan rallies that there is a demand for a quality site
in this location. As you will be aware there are a
number of local attractions as well as notable
restaurants in Sheepy Parva and Twycross as well as
popular tourists attractions like Market Bosworth and
Twycross Zoo.

“If successful the applicant intends to recruit and train
local young people to operate the site. The location
and natural boundary enclosure will ensure little
intrusion into the open countryside in visual terms
and the site is remote from neighbouring properties
and well set back from Wellsborough Road.”

As well as plots for Airstreams and yurts the park
would also feature a traditional horse-drawn Romany
style caravan. To offer a more comfortable stay all of
the 29 pitches will be serviced by a Camp Plus
bathroom unit, providing a toilet, shower and sink,
which will be connected to the foul drainage system.
The proposal also includes a change of use from an
outbuilding to a communal area with laundry and
wash facilities and a reception/shop.

There is a growing demand for
more luxury and privacy on
campsites. The CampPlus units
provide both, while significantly
increasing the turnover and occupancy
of your glampsite pitches. 
Unlike a regular shower and toilet block, it's an
investment that pays for itself. 

On the website - www.campplus.co.uk - there is a calculator that
shows just how short the payback period can be. 
Because it is built to the highest standards, the unit will provide
extra revenue for many years after it has paid for itself. 
Recent studies show that 89% of the people who had used a pitch
with private facilities will want it again on their next camping
vacation. As many as 73% said that private facilities would be at
the top of their wish list.

Because of the quality and ruggedness of the materials used in the
unit, it can be used as a shared mini shower and toilet block on a
remote field as well.

The CampPlus unit can also be the perfect addition to Pods,
Yurts and Safari tents. It makes the experience of luxury and
being pampered complete.

More Privacy Please!
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To start with, just like any business, you
will need to carry out your market
research and see what demographic your
offering can attract.  You need to decide
what type of accommodation you want
to provide and how much you can
charge.  There is a dizzying array of
companies who offer a vast range of
products, from the basic tent that costs a
few hundred pounds, to the downright
opulent cabins or pods costing tens of
thousands of pounds.  Then you have to
decide how many units you can service
and fit on your land and what type of
infrastructure will you need to develop to
make and keep them operational. Then
after all of this, you still need to find out
if you require (and can get) planning
approval. 

These are just some of the many
questions that normally need to be
addressed before you even begin to
develop your business plan, and
contemplate what your glamping
business will be.  However, in our
experience this is where many people
have stalled in the past, not because the
land was not suitable, or they were not
capable of executing on their vision, but
because of the significant capital

investment normally required to purchase
the glamping accommodation and go
through all the steps required to open
and successfully operate a profitable
glamping business.

For me, success in business is achieved in
part through removing the barriers that
stand in the way, be they financial,
operational, or logistical. My goal when
founding Glampotel, was to create a
unique glamping opportunity that
allowed people to execute on their vision,
expand their existing business, and
maximize their current investment,
without the need for a large upfront cash
outlay.  

I also recognized that it was essential that
property owners to not be required to do
anything that was significantly different
to the way they already did business.  
It was also important to develop a
product that was eco-friendly, off-the-
grid, and minimalized the impact on the
environment and surroundings, so if
planning permission was required, then
the authorities would look on that
application favourably. 

Furthermore, we wanted to be additional
to the property owner’s current business,
and so the units needed to be able to be
constructed and positioned in locations
that didn’t reduce the amount of tent
pitches and caravan standings, or
encroach on other areas that already
generated income.

We aimed to deliver a turnkey product
that was not limited to just the supply,
construction, and maintenance of the
glamping accommodation, but also
provided support in the providing of
marketing, promotion, booking
management, payment collection, and
provide everything associated with
customer service. 

Finally, I wanted to offer a turnkey
product with features and luxuries that
made it stand out from the crowded
market place, offered an incredible
under-the-canvas experience, and most

importantly would generate significant
revenue for the property or land owner
from the very first booking.

After almost 2 years analyzing the
market, assessing the needs of property
owners, and developing the Glampotel
units to the highest possible standards, we
proudly opened the first Glampotel
location in Dorset. Our first partnership
in the UK was with an established and
highly acclaimed touring park in the
Purbeck Hills and immediately our
partners recognized the benefits of the
instantaneous profits achieved.
By partnering with Glampotel, they were
able to successfully add a high quality
glamping solution to their existing
business without the need for any capital
outlay or increased site infrastructure,
extra staff, or additional administration.
Through the leveraging of our team’s
expertise and knowledge, they were able
to focus on what they do best – operate a
successful business.

While our business model may not suit
everyone, with new locations opening
across the UK, Europe and the United
States, the vision for Glampotel to
become a “Canvas Cottage Hotel Chain”
has become a proven business model, and
as envisaged, is helping people remove
the barriers preventing them from
entering the glamping industry.
For more information please feel free to
visit www.glampotel.com or to learn
more about the business model, please
visit: www.yourglampotel.com

Could a Turnkey Solution

If you are thinking of
entering the rapid-
growth glamping industry
by adding some form of
glamorous camping
accommodation to your
current campsite, touring
park, B&B, hotel or pub
property, or you are
considering starting your
own glamorous camping
site on your own land, the
amount of information
available and the
decisions that need to
be made may seem
daunting. 

by Paul Woolnough
Founder and CEO
Glampotel

be for you?
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Firstly, “What are the best tents to use
for my glamping business?” Then,
“How much do they cost and what’s
the return on investment?” Finally,
“How long will they last and are they
safe for my customers?”

Actually, there are more questions to ask,
including: Do I need planning
permission to put one up? Do I have to
take it down and store it over the
winter?  Do I need to waterproof it at
any point against the elements? How
do I fit a wood burning stove in it?

How do I keep it clean and get it ready
for the new camping season; and finally
and most importantly; How much am I
likely to earn per year from my tent?

In this piece I will answer all of those
questions using the example of a safari
tent. The reasons for this are simple. A
safari tent is large enough to comfortably
fit beds for a family of up to 6 people,
and still include space for luxury seating,
a kitchen area, wood burner and open
doors to an outer area. It is also the
cheapest option, has the best longevity /
cost ratio, earns the most for a new
business and therefore has the best return
on investment, but I cover that in more
detail with figures below. 

Although in our experience Airstreams in
general have the highest occupancy rates,
the safari tent model has the best
financial returns and makes the most
sense to new businesses wanting to set up
and start earning as quickly as possible.

When looking for your new tent you will
need to do your homework. There are
some very poor quality tents on the
market. Premium tents from a top
supplier will come with canvas that has
the longevity of around 20 years and the
choice of steel or wooden frames that will
last for at least 10 years. 

Look for tents with premium canvas that
is tough and fire retardant to stringent
British Standards (essential if you are
going to fit a wood burner) so they will
keep your guests safe, weather proof and
warm.

If you’re serious about
setting up a glamping
business you need to start
thinking about the type of
service you are going to
offer. If it’s one that will
use tents as a source of
income then there are
some very important
questions you should be
asking your tent supplier
or you could make some
very costly mistakes.

10

Sarah Riley:

Glamping Structure$

Vital Questions You Need to Ask
Before Buying a Glamping Tent
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About Sarah Riley
Sarah is a coach, trainer and advisor supporting and inspiring the glamping and camping
industry through tailored programmes designed to nurture new businesses. If you want to know
the best and most successful way to set up a glamping service and how quickly you can expect a
return on your investment, visit the training site www.inspiredcourses.com/glamping or the
inspiration portal www.ping.com. www.safaritents.net

Do I need planning permission for this
type of tent?

This is an interesting question. The tents
are classified as temporary structures, so it
is arguable that you do not need planning
permission, especially if you decide to
take them down over the winter period.
However, every planning department is
different and you may need consent for a
change of use for the land or the base
flooring the tent is placed on, so you
must check this with your local planning
office or ask a planning consultant to do
this on your behalf.

Do I need to take it down and store it
over the winter?

While this is possible,
and may help with

planning
restrictions,

there are some considerations for packing
away the tent over the winter. Firstly, you
will need a dry space to store the
equipment. This has to be rodent-free
and the tent has to be packed down
properly to avoid any rips or tears.
However, if you feel this is too much
work or don’t have a storage area, some
suppliers offer a winter kit – an outer tent
that sits as a protective layer over the top
of the safari tent when it’s not in use.

How do I fit a wood burning stove in it?
There are a number of wood burning
stoves and fitting kits available. You
can do this yourself, if you are happy
you won’t wreck your new tent,
however, there are fitting services
available too.

How to I keep it clean and get it
ready for the new camping season?
At the beginning of each season all
you need to do is hose down the
tent and rub any marks clean with a
cloth. No chemicals are needed so
this is perfect for environmentally
sensitive areas or organic farmland.

How much do they cost, what will I earn
and what will the return on investment
be?

Based on one example of a Superior 6m x
7m Safari Tent at £3,696+vat* and
allowing £2,000 for the base and internal
decorations, you can recoup the costs in
as little as 3 months. If you choose a tent
with a lifespan of around 10 years that
means your business can achieve over 9
years profit before needing to replace it.

 Cost 
per night

£75

£80

£90

£100

 100 days

£7,500

£8,000

£9,000

£10,000

 150 days

£11,250

£12,000

£13,500

£15,000

200 days

£15,000

£16,000

£18,000

£20,000

250 days

£18,750

£20,000

£22,500

£25,000

300 days

£22,500

£24,000

£27,000

£30,000

Occupancy
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www.cedartreeuk.com
Making the best of nature 

0845 601 1099

INTRODUCING THE NEW CHALET POD
WITH BUILTIN ENSUITE 4.8M X 3.0M

New Chalet Pods (with ensuite) Kitchenette (optional)

! Built to last I5 year Guarantee 
! Comprising of the highest
Structural Insulated panels
(SIPS) 
! Sleeps a family of four
comfortably 
! Rental incomes of £65.00
upwards per night
! Unit comes fully built with 
en-suite and all Electrics
! Kitchenette (optional)
Oven, 2 Rng Hob, Sink,
FridgdFreezer

An eco-friendly investment opportunity for your business
with a great return potential

Benefits
! Relatively low investment with the potential for an excellent return.
! Planning Permissions are very favourable with Local Planning
Authorities as they recognise that ecoPODs encourage sustainable
tourism.

SUSTAINABLE BY DESIGN

BESPOKE CHALET ROOMS
Green Eco Living specialises in eco friendly,
energy ecient rooms and have designed a

premium guest space.
! Bespoke Chalet Rooms start from standard

4.8m x 3.0m wlth en-suite included.
! SIPS Panel design (Structural Insulated Panel)

Low energy lighting and UWC Double Glazed
windows.

! Introduce a New Leisure Accommodation
attached to your existing glamping pods.

! Individual sizes and lay-outs available to suit
your needs

! Delivered and installed by quality
professionals,working to achieve maximum customer satisfaction

The new chalet pod rooms create premium guest space and are ideal for the
leisure industry.

Green Eco Living, who install across the UK can help you plan design your
bespoke chalet pod rooms.  or even a new style, bigger chalet pod that
comes complete with kitchenette and en-suite facilities.
As a leading supplier of outdoor rooms Green Eco Living has developed the
most thermally e!cient process in the UK through its unique SIPS Panel
design (Structural Insulated Panel), an injected foam insulated 70mm thick
wall section - equivalent to two layers
of standard "breglass loft insulation.
Further insulation is "tted to the roof
and #oor space and under #oor
heating, low energy lighting and
lockable doubleglazed windows and
doors create a warm andinviting
outdoor space.

T: 01257 453791
F: 01257 453780
E: ask@greenecoliving.co.uk
W: www.greenecoliving.co.uk

Planning Permission
Green eco living have teamed up with a professional town

planner to lead and manage the process for you 
• Liaise with Local Planning Authorities 

• Undertake a pre-application with 
local planning o!ces nationally 

• Please visit our website and "ll in our planning enquiry form.
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The ‘glawning’ is a unique and
innovative piece of glamping kit
that has been launched within
the last two years by Retroglamp

Ltd and are flying off the shelves.  This luxury awning
has two doors and a canopy to enable attachment to
any campervan or vehicle with an awning rail or gutter
rail. Made from 350gsm unbleached 100% cotton
canvas in a beautiful sandy colour, this is a natural,
water proof, fire retardant, mildew resistant product
sewn with high strength polyester waterproof thread.
It makes for a luxurious homely extension for any
camper van in need of some cosy extra space.  A wood
burner can be fitted inside to make it even cosier using
a simple flashing kit for the flue to exit e.g. the
glawningGLOW stove, exclusive to Retroglamp which
is a lightweight stylish matt black burner.

RRP £849 for 4m glawning, £949 for 5m glawning. 
See www.glawning.com for further details. Trade
applications are welcomed.

Mocadazu specialises in the design of
luxury bamboo tents. The combination of
bamboo with canvas for these semi-
permanent structures makes their
approach unique. Thesy are especially
designed for luxurious tourism locations
like resorts, estates, luxury campsites,
B&B’s, and other unique destinations.

Mocadazu is convinced that comfort and
luxury can go hand in hand with being
eco-sensitive. That’s why the luxury
bamboo tents are designed to have the
lowest possible impact on the
surroundings. 

They use bamboo poles for the frame, not
only because of the beautiful aesthetics,
but also because it is an eco-friendly and a

quickly renewable material. For the roof a
fabric is used that is 100% recyclable. 

As a start-up Mocadazu Is looking for
launching costumers within the UK, who
want to take on an exciting, innovative
and eco-friendly adventure. For more
Information visit their website.
www.mocadazu.com

Mocadazu bamboo huts

GlawningCedartree's expertise in the design
and construction of quality, good-
looking buildings for gardens and

schools and hotels, has been extended very substantially
with the introduction of their range of "Faraway"
Lodges, designed especially for glamping locations.
Cedartree’s lodges have tremendous character, are
quirky and different but are of the highest quality
with a lifespan of at least 30 years. They are also

very well insulated with termendous warmth
retention, and are easy to connect up to hot water,

heatng systems, wifi and other modern conveniences. 

Meanwhile, with the addition of side verandas and a large
covered terrace, they offer the last word in outdoor living, alfresco dining,
and the joys of a hot tub! Great as ancillary accommodation for the home
owner, the Faraway Lodge comes into its own as a tremendous business
opportunity for glamping parks, holiday parks, hotels, wedding venues,
farm developments, stately homes, golf clubs.... Anyone seeking an
exceptional financial return on a really good-looking long term asset.
www.cedartreeuk.com

Somerset based Glamping manufacturer, Boldscan,
has created the next generation of tents that take
glamorous camping to a new level. 
The innovative and stylish design of the `Etosha`
range capitalises on the natural setting; with big
picture windows and two deep wooden verandas
covered by a canopy, one of which can feature a hot
tub. 
There are two design options: the Safari and the

Contemporary. The Safari is a subtle sand canvas
with green roofs which blends seamlessly into the
countryside. In contrast The Continental evokes a
cool villa on the Med with elegant white walls, slate
blue roofs and can have transparent blue walls
surrounding the verandas. The low, one level design
has been developed with disabled guests in mind. 

www.albioncanvas.co.uk

BoldScan - Albion Canvas

Cedartree
STRUCTURESSTRUCTURES
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Blackdown Shepherd Huts are
a passionate family company,

dedicated to providing the highest
possible quality of craftsmanship and

customer service – both before and after you buy. 

This 14ft hut is called a Heritage Hut. The foundation
of our Blackdown Shepherd Huts is the signature
piece exquisite solid oak chassis that will last for
generations to come. The metal hut chassis have been
specifically designed to form a solid basis for your hut.
Inside is finished with solid oak floor and vintage
rough sawn cladding on the walls and ceiling. It has a
pull out day bed, solid oak folding desk, and a fire can
be included at cost if required. The price is £18650
including VAT and delivery.  

www.blackdownshepherdhuts.co.uk

Blackdown
Shepherd
Huts

www.theglampingshow.com
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The Welsh Den Company is a young
business which has created a new style of
glamping pod. The Snowdon was created by taking inspiration from traditional
structures and giving them a contemporary twist, whist keeping Welsh heritage at
the core.

The Snowdon is a timber-framed structure on steel chassis and twin axles, with a
mono ridge Welsh slated roof. It can comfortably sleep 4, making it perfect for
glamping, but also extremely versatile. There are a number of additional add-ons
should customers want help furnishing the Snowdon, including the Welsh-made
Chilli Billie Penguin stove, handcrafted sofa bed, kitchen, bathroom and
handmade curtains. The Welsh Den Company cater from basic to fully self-
contained, as well as offering a bespoke service. Prices from £14,950 inc. VAT

www.thewelshdencompany.co.uk

Clear
Sky
Clear Sky offer a
range of safari and
bell tents to suit
all needs and
budgets. Offering
year-round

accommodation, safari and bell tents are a practical
way to offer aspirational accommodation that will
draw in guests offering that back-to-nature
experience. Clear Sky specialise in supplying
stunning safari tents, made to the very highest
quality, and due to their focus on safari tents and
the fact that they manufacture in large numbers,
they are able to offer very competitive pricing. Not
only that, they run their own glamping site in
Kent, which means from planning permission to
creating a website they have done it all and are
happy to share their knowledge! Whichever tent
you purchase you can rest assured that they are all
made to the highest standards using heavy weight
canvas, they are totally waterproof and will not
discolour.

Safari Tents start at £2990 + vat, please view our
full tent range and prices at www.safaritents.net.

Soul Pad make and sell canvas and cotton blend
tents that are kind to your soul. Fans of comfy

camping and fed up with nasty nylon tents, Zoe
and Mark Vanderstay set up  SoulPad in 2006

to supply cool tents to discerning campers
across the UK. Now, with offices in the USA
and Australia too, today's SoulPad team is as

committed as ever to bringing affordable, high
quality products to campers around the globe.

Their expertise in manufacturing classic designs will
enable you to put your indoors outdoors and to be

comfortable wherever your adventures take you.
www.souldpad.co.uk

Lotus Domes
Lotus Domes manufacture elegant and
efficient geodesic marquees here in the UK. 
Geodesic dome structures have the
reputation of being one of the most stable
tents possible, also allowing for maximum
use of internal space with no internal poles

or external guy ropes. Their design also provides comprehensive and incredibly strong
rigging points within the structural hubs. These can be used to support lighting and
PA rigs, trapeze setups, or even suspended floors for larger domes. The hub design is
inherently novel, and patent rights have been established. Over the last few years the
elegance and efficiency of their geodesic marquees have proved themselves practically
within the market, having been used extensively by Floating Lotus and other dry-hire
clients. Lotus Domes Ltd. has now been established to provide these domes for
general retail and rental, to support the future of Floating Lotus CIC, and to offer an
alternative to poor quality and profit led import businesses.
www.lotusdomes.co.uk

The Welsh
Den Company

Soul Pad

Ashton Shepherd Huts is a high quality
builder of traditional shepherd huts, based

upon original Victorian principles. They offer our clients a beautifully crafted
hut, made from traditional materials and built by craftsmen.
They either deliver a complete hut for clients to furnish themselves; or with an
optional extras package, they can provide the complete experience delivered
ready to use. The huts even plumb in to give you a kitchen space, bathroom or
outside changing room. A beautiful outside space with traditional appeal.
www.ashtonshepherdhuts.co.uk

Ashton Shepherd Huts



Based on the border between
Worcestershire and Warwickshire,
Riverside Shepherd Huts is a small,

family business, run by Dave and
Jeannie.  An expert in its field, Riverside
has over 30 years of experience in the
manufacture of all types of bespoke steel
framed buildings, as well as agricultural
buildings such as grain stores, hay barns,
equestrian facilities, beef and other
livestock units. The combination of
Dave’s understanding of construction and
Jeannie’s eye for interior design and detail
allows Riverside to build for anyone and
any purpose. Riversides Huts are made
with a steel frame and chassis and they
offer a 30 year guarantee with this, the

cast iron wheels are solid and can be
supported by axels made uniquely for
Riverside. It’s all about quality, as
handmade windows and doors are made
by Riverside and a local joinery company.
Riverside’s huts now offer all sorts of mod
cons as well, such as double beds or wall
beds for extra space, wood burners and
low-level lighting to maximise the
customer experience and ensure that their
time in the countryside is as luxurious
and relaxing as possible. 

www.riversideshepherdhuts.co.uk

Green Eco Living's Chalet Pods are unique in that they are
fully insulated, are double-glazed, have lockable French
doors and windows, contain full en-suite facilities and have
the option of a kitchenette.The wooden, eco-friendly pods
come in a variety of sizes and layouts, all with plenty of
head- room. 

Green Eco Living has developed one of the most thermally
friendly, efficient Chalet Pods in the UK. Walls, ceilings
and floors are all insulated. For extra insulation, walls are
foam injected, creating a unique, structural insulated panel,
which keeps in the warmth in winter but ensures the pod
remains cool on hot summer days. Green Eco Living pods
are perfect for our changeable British weather. 

Based in Lancashire, Green Eco Living is a leading provider
of eco-friendly, energy-efficient Chalet and Camping Pods,

which they design,
build, supply and
install. Along with the
Chalet and Camping
Pods, their range
includes Hotel
Boutique Rooms,
Office Pods and
Garden Pods.Their
Chalet Pods and Hotel
Boutique Rooms
provide the luxury of
staying in a hotel room
within a natural environment.They are the perfect
accommodation for those who are looking for something a
little different. 

For more information on Green Eco Living's wooden pods,
visit the website at http://greenecoliving.co.uk. 
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Working from their
Gloucestershire
work shop,
Driftwood
Campers hand craft

these works of art to
the highest standard

with love and a keen eye
for design.
With their passion for
ecology, Rocky and Wendy
have taken the idea of a
traditional British classic
caravan and created a

unique, sustainable alternative in the Driftwood Camper.
Using the super wood Accoya, each structure has a longevity
far superior to any other material - a minimum of 70 years
to be exact!
Not only do they make caravans to order, they can make
any structure that your imagination dares to dream!

www.driftwoodcampers.co.uk

Dappr Aviation

Green Eco Living

Riverside
Shepherd Huts

Driftwood
Campers 

DappR Aviation are
delighted to offer its
Aeropods, which are
upcycled from genuine
Airbus A320-200 aircraft
and fitted out by the
craftsmen of Cambridge
Garden Studios.
Aeropods are made from the original airframe, engineered to fly at
over 30,000 feet and completed by mastercraftsmen to the highest
standards to your individual specification; DappR Aeropods are
unique and distinctive.
Upcycled from commercial airliner fuselage that would otherwise
have been scrapped to make fantastically well engineered living
spaces. DappR Aeropods are fully insulated with the original airframe
insulation and finished to the highest possible standards. The options
are varied and can, for example, include heated floors, different styles
of lighting and we offer a wide range of finishes.

www.dappr-aviation.com

Glamping Structure$



We would like to introduce you to a
young businessman from the city of Taraz
in Kazakhstan. Taraz is one of the oldest

and also one of the fastest
growing cities in

Kazakhstan with a rich
heritage and many

archeological
treasures, it is
now also the
birthplace of a
new company

making wonderful
traditional yurts.

Magzhan Omarkulov is still fairly new to
the industry but he has created 10
traditional yurts so far, each one taking
one to three years to construct, as every
detail is handmade. He can then supply
the yurt with a detailed video to instruct
on the construction on site, or he can send
four or five men over with the yurt to do
the construction for you. However, the
latter option will involve the operator
organising and paying for flights and visas
as well as the board and lodging of the
team while they are in the UK. 

Yurts have been a distinctive feature of life
in Central Asia for at least three thousand
years. 

Traditional yurts consist of an expanding
wooden circular frame carrying a felt
cover. Depending on availability, the felt is

additionally
covered
with
canvas
and/or
sun-covers.
The frame
is held
together with one
or more ropes or
ribbons. The structure is kept under
compression by the weight of the covers,
sometimes supplemented by a heavy
weight hung from the center of the roof.
They vary with different sizes, and relative
weight.

For more details of Magzhan’s company
JMG and their fabulous yurts contact 

jmgtaraz@gmail.com

The Making of a
Glamping Dream

Bower House build hand-crafted, bespoke & sustainable
tree houses specifically orientated to the UK Glamping
market as well as private homes.
Their philosophy is based on a love of natural structure
and minimal impact design, with a belief that play is
crucial for human interaction and expression. Bower
House utilise the latest technologies combined with local
materials and traditional craftsmanship. The results are
creative and sustainably built tree houses, studio cabins
and hideaways that are enchanting as well as a joy to use.
The designs use locally sourced timbers that have
inherent durability such as larch, chestnut and oak.
Their experienced team includes architects, project
managers, tree surgeons and expert craftsmen who all
share a passion for working with trees and natural
materials. Bower House offer a comprehensive design
service from concept through the planning process to

final installation and fit out.
The live in tree houses range

from bespoke multi-storey
constructions built on

site around a tree to
smaller more
modular designs
such as the 'Nest'
range which are
made off site and

lifted into place.
These fully equipped

spaces are great for the
Glamping Market and can

accommodate from 4-2 people in
varying tree house, stilted or ground locations.

www.bowerhouseconstruction.co.uk 

Bower House Conruction
Glamping Lushna is a fresh glamping
concept from a Spanish/Slovenian
company, which is coming to the UK
for the first time. 

It combines an inspirational getaway
in the great outdoors with locally
sourced cuisine and activities. The
pods offer a timeless shape and a full
wall panoramic view with all the
comforts of a hotel room. 

The Lushna cabins are equipped with all the comforts, king-size bed,
lighting, AC/DC plugins and the most prestigious Lushna Suite also
features inside toilet, shower and kitchenette. They offer fast and
ecological assembly on your location. With the special “Ground Screw
Foundation System” they eliminate the need for building concrete
foundations and any ground preparation from your side. 

Lushna designed its first destination in Bled, Slovenia 5 years ago and
with the current 90% season occupancy, the idea to spread their
glamping concept around the world was a logical one.

Lushna transforms your glamorous natural location into an attractive
ecotourism destination and will guide you on your way from start to
finish. We offer clients complete technical and business support and a
complete set of unique Glamping products and services for the swift
development of glamping destinations. This saves you time entering the
market and helps you start your glamping business as quickly as
possible,” says Jaka Azman, CMO.

www.glamping-lushna.com

Dream Bedrooms In
Nature from Lushna

www.theglampingshow.com
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CAMPPLUS BV

www.campplus.co.uk 0031 186 769 054

Your own private bathroom, 
right next to your tent or caravan

The CampPlus en-suite bathroom will signi!cantly increase the turnover and occupancy
of your campsite pitches. Unlike a regular shower and toilet block, it's an investment that
pays for itself. 
On our website - www.campplus.co.uk - you'll !nd a calculator that shows you just how
short the payback period can be. You will probably be pleasantly surprised.
Because it is built to the highest standards, the unit will provide extra revenue for many
years after it has paid for itself. 
Your guests will just love it. Recent studies show that 89% of the people who had used a
pitch with private facilities will want it again on their next camping vacation. 73% said
that private facilities would be at the top of their wish list.

CampPlus units will attract new customers as well: A large group, who don´t go camping
right now (or anymore), are likely to become interested again if they had access to en-
suite facilities. And they tend to be people who are happy to spend money on the nicer
things in life.
Because of the quality and ruggedness of the materials used in the unit, it can be used as
a shared mini shower and toilet block on a remote !eld as well.
The CampPlus unit can also be the perfect addition to Pods, Yurts and Safari tents. It
makes the experience of luxury and being pampered complete.
CampPlus en-suite bathrooms - the ultimate glamping service.



Insurance
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Key skills and cover to consider if you’re serious
about glamping.
Although the charm of Glamping lies in its quirkiness, it is still part of
the hospitality industry and the same rules apply. It may be just you and
your family who work on the site, or you might employ a number of
staff to help to run your business - either way you need to make sure
that everyone is protected, those who work as well as stay with you.
Your guests will see their interactions with you and your staff as an
important part of their stay - in the same way as they view their
accommodation. With that in mind here are a few elements you may
want to consider:

! Public liability is there to make sure your business is protected when
it comes to claims from the public and guests. Slips, trips and falls are
one of the key areas where claims are most frequent.
! Employee liability is a legal requirement and is there to help protect
your staff. The key elements of running a successful business revolves
around these people, so you’ll want to make sure they are well looked
after.
! Business interruption cover is there to look after you in the worst
turn of events, all too often businesses can be wiped out by flood risks
or other disasters. Business interruption is designed to help cover the
loss of income you would have if your business was no longer
operational and give you the breathing room you need to get back on
your feet.

What other permissions might you need if you
want to start or add glamping to your
business?
If you are considering taking on the world of glamping and want to add
it your site or business, first of all consider speaking to your insurance
broker right at the beginning, as they are experienced in the type of
claims that could happen and will be able to make you aware of certain
issues or safety precautions you should take. It’s easier to implement
these protocols from the beginning rather than adding them in at a later
date.

You’ll need to gain planning permissions from local
departments/councils. Luckily it should be a slightly easier process than
adding permanent structures, because various glamping structures aren’t
considered a permanent structure and local councils are often
supportive in assisting with the development of tourism.

If the type of planning consent that already exists on the land is vastly
different, it will be a requirement for you to apply for a ‘change of use’
as part of the application. You might find that a site area you wish to use
sits on a ‘Site of Scientific Special Interest’ which could prove a tad
costly as they would need to perform an archaeological dig to determine
if the area is of scientific worth.

You might want to consider employing a planning consultant who has a
good track record in gaining permissions in your local area. They’ll be
able to identify any immediate issues the land you’re considering might
have to help make sure your application runs smoothly and according to
plan.

Glamping and
InsuranceBetween the Covers 
Written by Mark Turville of
Towergate Insurance
www.towergateinsurance.co.uk



1 Be a real Green Leader
Forest Holidays.co.uk (5 GOLD and 5
SILVER sites) have an excellent green
team in place; have an action plan for
each site (with cabin champions) and the
task to go green shared by all
departments. They monitor a wide range
of elements from the fuel used in the
vehicles to the species seen on site from
insects to birds. Keeping a nature list
allows them to highlight the richness of
the natural area and maybe even spot
some local or national rarities. Not only
is this useful as a record but it can make
for great marketing stories and it has
helped Forest Holidays develop nature
activities for families.

2 Be water wise
Emberscamping.co.uk (SILVER) are
excellent with low flow taps and showers
and green friendly urinals with an eco-
filter and toilets which have an eco-flush
fitting. The site furthers this by avoiding
the use of bleaches and other chlorine
based chemicals. If you want to take it to

the next level why not consider compost
toilets, they can be very effective and
don’t create smells or other nuisances.
CosyUnderCanvas.co.uk (GOLD) have
tree bogs a novel natural compost loo
using willows. They even have a full
wetland ecological treatment system with
nature habitats and  include wetlands
which support the endangered British
white clawed crayfish.  Supplied water is
all UV treated avoiding chlorine in water
supplies and they use eco toiletries
throughout. 

3 Be an Energy Saver
Forest Holidays (5 GOLD and 5
SILVER) use LED lighting throughout
and have invested in the latest A rated
appliances from boilers to fridges and
washing machines. Did you know that an
A rated machine may still use 20% more
energy than an A+ unit. The Secret Yurts
(SILVER) are an excellent off grid site
and use LED lighting throughout to save
on energy demands and carbon footprint.
In addition they have the most efficient
fridges which use inert Ozone friendly
gases (still quite a novelty in the
commercial world). These gases are those
which avoid CFCs and HFCs 

4 Use renewable energy
resources
Bloomfield camping (GOLD) have an
array of 12 solar PV panels on site to
minimise their carbon footprint and
make a long term investment in
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A Green
Tourism Guide Green Glamping 

Glamping or high quality
camping can be a truly
sustainable experience. It
allows customers to have a
minimal carbon footprint
compared to traditional
serviced accommodation,
get back to nature and
have an experience to
remember. Great Britain has
some wonderful locations
and destinations and in
this green tourism guide to
glamping we focus on what
makes a Green Glamping
site, highlight our top sites
and our top 10
suggestions for how you
can develop your
glamping site along green
lines.

by Jon Proctor, Technical Director
Green Tourism
www.green-tourism.com

Forest Holidays

www.theglampingshow.com

JollyDays Glamping



renewable energy and capital gains. The
Secret Yurts (Silver) have a 4.5kW PV
array and use ground source heat pumps.
Cosyundercanvas.co.uk (GOLD) have
highly efficient woodburning stoves for
chilly Welsh nights. Solar marker lights
and LED Lanterns illuminate the way as
the lowest impact options.

5 Be a Local Hero
CosyUnderCanvas.co.uk and Swallowtail
Hill Ltd  are very strong local champions
sourcing food, drink, wood and
craftsmen all from the local area (within
50 miles). Bloomfield camping (GOLD)
provide each pitch with a box of naturally
growing herbs to use in their cooking.
Your local community is often a hidden
resource of local bookings whether it be
the relatives of local people looking for
somewhere to stay or the broader
network and bush telegraph helping to
share your message with the wider world.
Use your website to promote local and
sustainable operators in the area Jollydays
camping (GOLD) and others have some
excellent local links for places to visit and
to eat and the best sites develop reciprocal
agreements to help promote their
business too.

6 Make a Home for Nature
CosyUnderCanvas.co.uk planted 100
trees in the year they joined Green
Tourism as well as created nesting
boxes for kestrels, owls and bats.

Bloomfield Camping (GOLD) planted
over 100 fruit trees, lots of hedgerows
and 3 ponds.  The Secret Yurts (SILVER)
have just completed the planting of over
2500 native trees in their estate. 

7 Minimise your waste
Close the recycling loop by supporting
recycled products as much as recycling
redundant materials. Find innovative
ways to reuse materials. With a creative
mind this can do wonders to set you
apart and attract future customers.
Meadowkeepers & woodcutters cottage
(Swallowtail Hill - GOLD) is an example
of reuse and recycling done well, has been
made with local wood using local
craftsmen, is on wheels and featured in
Channel 4’s amazing spaces.

8 Green Indulgence
Jollydays Camping (GOLD) can offer a
range of activities from Bush babies to
Broomstick making and bat walks Cosy
Undercanvas provide wood fired hot tubs
together with a starchart and telescope so
you can enjoy a night with the stars or
sundowners with your loved ones.

9 Live the green dream
Swallowtail Hill Ltd (GOLD) are deep
green with a tiny carbon footprint (they
are offgrid) and a supporter of all things
sustainable from organic cotton sheets
and furnishings to local suppliers, farmers
and home grown produce. Ecofriendly
cleaning and toiletry products are used
on site and there are lots of farm animals
to meet and feed. Being green is also
about being creative and the holiday ideas
like bushcraft birthdays help to make any
stay a rewarding and memorable
adventure.

10 Bank on sustainability
Invest in a positive future. Ensure your
money works to support sustainable
development not undermine it. This
means positive investments which invest
in areas like renewables. One of the best
banks to consider is Triodos Bank as used
by Bloomfield Camping (GOLD)

It is important to note that any business
has some redeeming green features but to

be a green leader means thinking about
sustainability throughout the business.
Gone are the days when a little recycling
and a bird feeder were enough to join the
green club. Nowadays investments should
be made in renewables (which helps
reduce costs and fossil fuels). The design
of camping sites can make a feature of the
nature on site and reuse elements in
buildings or items such as rainwater
harvesting and ecological water
treatment. Consider how you can ensure
you are more future proof from good site
planning (to avoid floods etc.) to low
energy bills and good community
relations. Bringing tourists into the area
can provide significant local benefits to
local attractions and eateries and such
businesses should work with you to help
make your business a great success. 

Don’t forget to join Green Tourism, not
only will we promote you and advise you
on the practical elements of going green
but you will join a network of the
leading businesses in the UK. We
provide a comprehensive guide to all
things green and provide a framework
for managing your operations. Best of all
you can achieve a rating Bronze, Silver
or Gold depending on how far you are
on the green journey. We can all make
such a difference and as fellow
entrepeneurs we wish you a great success
in delivering a real green dream to the
public. One which will give you great
pleasure and makes lasting friendships.

All the businesses featured in this article are
green tourism members within the UK.
They all welcome visitors (particularly
paying ones) and would be happy to share
their experiences

Ec" Glamping
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Embers Camping new eco friendly
washrooms are fitted with low flow taps
for the basins and showers

Secret Yurts

JollyDays Glamping



Are we all feeling a little tired of the same
old same old? Same telly programmes?
Same food ranges at the supermarket?
Same weekly routine? Our very lives
thrive on a certain routine – school runs,
gym runs, shopping runs, the daily
commute to work and back. We often
know what we’re having for dinner on a
Thursday when it’s only Monday. Surely
something around us must change, in
order to keep us interested and inspired
in life?

More personality, less
formality
Reinvention is a word of the moment –
and even the travel industry is joining in.
There has been a huge rise of
accommodation providers repositioning
their businesses as homely, approachable,
relaxed and earthy, without sacrificing
quality or luxury. Why?

Because travellers seem less trusting of the
‘big boys’ – the bland hotel chains – and
are choosing smaller, more unique places
to stay to satisfy their need for something
a little bit ‘different’, while conversely
remaining ‘familiar’, and with more
individual care.

‘Wellness’ is a buzzword right now, it’s
about making choices that are good for
you. People put wellness in their coffee,
have it on their toast, wear it, consume it,
and expect to stay somewhere that
promotes it. The domestic market has
upgraded in this respect, and
staycationing clientele are putting a lot
more money into the UK economy than
ever before.

So holiday businesses have been
looking more closely at what
makes people tick – what they

enjoy or care about at home, such
as the environment, sustainability,

local or home-grown produce – and
transporting this back into their

businesses, taking the time to ‘put the
love back’, banishing the stuffiness and
formality that have come to be associated
with big hotel chains.

This is timely. While the staycation
phenomenon is admittedly not as strong
as in 2014-15, it still boasts higher figures
than pre-recession. Falling oil prices mean
that people are far more likely to put fuel
in their car to go on their breaks, especially
short-breaks, in the UK. Yes, oil prices also
mean that it’s cheaper to jump on board a
flight to foreign shores, but the security
issues abroad of late balance out the scales
between UK and international travel.

Visiting friends and relatives (VFR) is also
consistently on the rise, by approximately
10% year on year, which means that many
businesses are enjoying the bolt-on short-
break holidays associated with this – a
bonus for UK accommodation providers.
It pays for them to ride this wave and to
make sure the experience they offer
matches up to leisure seekers’ expectations.

So what do today’s
travellers expect?
Travellers are asking for more online
transparency when they book holidays;
they don’t want to have to go backwards
and forwards via phonecalls and emails to
secure their bookings anymore. Instant
connectivity in all locations is also
expected when they get there. They are
increasingly turning away from holidays if
they do not offer WiFi.

If you are an accommodation provider, it
is advisable that you think about adapting
to these pressures and consider advancing
your WiFi connectivity, developing a
responsive website, and installing a
seamless, front-end online booking
process. If you are more at the cottage end
of the market, you could even upgrade the
technology you offer on site, such as

availability of good TVs, satellite, and mp3
players.

Guests generally want more choice, more
flexibility, and authentic yet connected
experiences. What’s more, they want these
expectations to be managed from the
outset. A place to stay must build the
atmosphere from the very beginning – a
guest will be asking, ‘will this place be able
to satisfy me, will it live up to my
expectations?’ from the moment they start
browsing.

If there is no online booking system or a
responsive website with truthful, hearty
lifestyle photography and clear messages
about what the holiday will deliver, the
chances are, the guest will think it can’t.
They expect to be put first and don’t like it
if they are not. Accommodation owners
can look into improving these areas to
dramatically reduce turn-aways from
potential guests and therefore any loss of
precious revenue.

Let technology be your
friend in business
If you are a holiday business of any kind,
the actual technology does not need to be
a barrier to your visibility on the web.
Anytime Booking is here to help you every
step of the way. We are real people behind
the science!

Our booking and site management
software gives you the flexibility to run
your business your way. You can use it as a
simple reservation system to verify the
bookings yourself, or you can accept
instant bookings online together with
payment straight away.

When you come on board, our Account
Coordinators are on hand to advise you of
the best possible way to configure your
accommodation on the system to mirror
your business rules, giving you peace of
mind that you are getting it right for your
customers.

Are you an accommodation provider ready
to take the next step? 
Sign up to Anytime Booking now.
www.anytimebooking.co.uk
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There is more demand than ever from
campers for sites that allow fires, in fact
there is even now a website specifically
listing campsites that allow fires and this
list is growing fast -
www.ukcampsite.co.uk.  Yet, inevitably
some site owners still see campfires as a risk
they could do without. The question is
how big a risk is it really?

Most campers are pretty sensible people
and just want to be outdoors and what
better way to extend those summer
evenings than sitting around a campfire
and what better way to educate children
about the do's and don'ts of fires? The
bigger question is probably, how many
people actually know how to light a fire
properly? Not many -  in our experience!

While these days log fires are more of an
aesthetic pleasure, to provide warmth and
heat to our homes, for many centuries they
were rather more fundamental to life. After
all, it was fire that allowed us to boil water
and cook food - pretty important really for
our survival, so one must not forget the
importance and relevance of wood
burning. 

A campfire provides the combination of
the enjoyable ambience of the fire itself and
that forgotten joy of cooking over wood.
There is nothing more pleasurable than
wood-smoked food, or exciting for kids
than toasting marshmallows on sticks. 

Now the campfire and the woodburning
stove are even more popular thanks
to the advent of glamping, the
glamorous camping
experience which offers
the authenticity of the
great outdoors with
the creature comforts
of a luxury break. 

However, it's all very
well extolling the
virtues of campfires and
cosy yurts, but there can
often be some annoying

problems associated with
wood burning. 

Site owners can
sometimes decide to
produce their own
firewood, only to find
out it’s a huge amount
of work. It can take
ages to dry the wood
properly and is normally
never dry enough. Then
there's the hassle of barrowing
loads of logs to the yurts and wondering
how to charge for the logs. Should it be
part of the package, charged extra, how
much have they used, how do I measure it
etc? There are so many questions and lots
of issues, not to mention how to keep
everything safe, where to have the fires and
how many? 

For campers it’s a case of “how do I light
the fire?” It can be difficult to get going,
and if the wood's not dry enough,
when it finally gets going, there is
smoke everywhere… 

Few people realise not only the
importance of really dry wood
which makes fire lighting
really easy, but also the fact
that dry wood provides a
massive amount of heat which
means you use less wood and also
that you will get very little smoke. 

You can dry wood through a process of
natural drying called 'seasoning' but it can
take up to 2-3 years to get wood down to
the ideal moisture content of below 20%
and even this can only be achieved if the

wood has been cut and split into
small logs. It's certainly a lot of

work and for all the
processing equipment

required, quite a capital
investment too. For
ready-to-burn
firewood – kiln-dried
logs provide the
answer. This creates

super-dry wood, which
performs every time and

an absolute pleasure to use.

Few campsites have perhaps yet
grasped the idea that campfires

not only pull in the punters,
but can also provide a
significant contribution to
campsite income. What’s
more it really does not
need to be a massive

amount of work. 

Why not make it really easy by
buying in bags of kiln-dried logs

with little packs of kindling and
Flamers natural firelighters? You know
what you are buying, you know it’s the
right quality, it's easy for campers to use,
there's little smoke and because it produces
such a great fire you will find campers
regularly come back for more! So, not only
more wood sales, but more profit for the
campsite and even happier glampers! Now
that really takes the biscuit…

Campfire$
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the burning issues Campfires
Glamping without a
campfire is like tea without
a biscuit, just not quite the
complete experience. 

by Nic Snell, Managing Director, Certainly Wood Ltd
www.certainlywood.co.uk



Increasingly a hot tub or
spa have become popular
as luxury accessories to the
glamping experience, giving
guests an experience they
will never forget, as they
soak beneath the stars.
However, these types of
features need careful
upkeep so that glampers do
not leave with unpleasant
or even life-threatening
conditions to remember their
holiday by.  

Legionnaires’ disease, for example is a type
of pneumonia caused by inhaling tiny
droplets of water containing the bacteria
Legionella pneumophila.  It is potentially
fatal disease though most people who
contract it do survive but it can leave even
them with life-changing conditions such as
lung or even brain damage. 

If you have any type of water containing
system for use by guests, you are required
by law to have Legionella risk assessments
carried out on them all. Following the
assessment you will need to put into place
the controls recommended; and to keep
records of all these actions.

The first thing to do is to find a competent
risk assessor and The Legionella Control
Association keeps a register of reputable
companies. The assessor should be able to
give the customer copies of the findings of
these checks and the customer would be
advised to ask to see, read and take a copy
of such records.

If the owner of the system has the

competence to carry out the
work himself, or employs a

person with the ability to do so,
it is acceptable for him to

complete the work himself or in-
house.

The types of systems described as risk
systems by the Health and Safety Executive
in their Approved Code of Practice and
Guidance L8 and HSG274 Parts 2 & 3
include spa pools (hot tubs), hot and cold
water systems, and any system containing
water that can create an aerosol and has
the temperature to allow the growth of
Legionella bacteria anywhere in the
system. 

Later this year, HSG274 Part 4 will be
issued – this will deal comprehensively
with the control of Spa Pools. The water
temperature range that allows Legionella
bacteria to grow is 20oC - 45oC and the
growth rate is fastest at 37oC .  Aerosol is
produced simply by breaking the surface
tension of the water, so a tap running into
a sink, a shower, water cascading or air
blowing through water will all produce
aerosols.

Systems such as spas or hot tubs present
significant risk and stringent controls must
be put in place to minimise the risk of
people contracting the disease.  Other
systems which need to be risk-assessed will
include amenity blocks (hot and cold
water systems, ice making equipment etc),
showers, en-suite systems, irrigation
systems, and indeed any other system that
contains water. 

The risk assessment will indicate the
degree of risk presented by the systems and
the assessor will issue a report that includes
the actions required to bring that risk
down to as low as is reasonably practicable,
to minimise the risk of anybody
contracting the disease.  It is also necessary
for unusual operating practices to be taken
into consideration by the assessor and
controls need to be put into place in the
event of maintenance, low use periods,
actions to be taken after a prolonged shut
down or period of no use.    

It is important that the owner of the
system instigates the control regime
recommended by the assessor in order to
minimise the risk as failure to do so has
potential legal consequences and the owner
of the system may have to defend the
actions he has taken in a court of law.
Heavy fines have resulted from premises
having inadequate risk assessments and for
failing to protect people.

All people involved in risk assessing and
operation of systems must be trained and
competent in the tasks they undertake.
The Water Management Society (a not for
profit organisation with no commercial
bias) offers training for people in this
industry at all levels.  One day training
modules for Operators and Technicians in
Temperature Monitoring and Sampling;
Responsible Persons Legionella Awareness
courses; and Legionella Risk Assessment
training (both basic and practical courses
in risk assessment) are all available. Visit
www.wmsoc.org.uk  or telephone 01827
289558 for more information.    

David Bebbington CSCi., CChem.,
MRSC., FWMSoc

What you need to know

About the author

David Bebbington has worked as a
water treatment chemist since the
seventies and remains active in the
profession today.

Water systems and Legionnaires
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Accessories - a few bits and bobs we pick up
at a local store and scatter around before
taking photographs, right? Well, it depends
on your chosen style and what experience
you're offering to guests. While not all types
of glamping will use accessories, for those
that do, it is worth choosing them carefully,
as part of an accommodation's design
scheme, a wise use of accessories could:

Create a unique holiday experience for
your guests
Tell your story
Affirm your brand
Contribute to your USP
Increase rental fees
Improve occupancy rate
Set you apart from the competition

Demand for Design  
Thanks to TV shows and magazines more of
us are design-savvy these days and take an
interest in how we express our taste and
personalities through our living spaces,
which in turn affects how we choose our
holiday accommodation. Glamping takes
this to a different level however because it
offers a more individual experience and
attracts people who appreciate the unusual,
making design and accessories even more
important. 

Self-Styled Glamping
I always encourage new glamping owners to
forge their own style and pay attention to
detail, drill your look right down into every
purchase, even everyday things like plates,
cups, glasses, and seek out the unusual. They
should reflect the design theme or even the
structure - enamelled plates and mugs would
sit happily in a rustic style cabin, whereas a
vintage style virtually demands pretty china. 
Sometimes, I wonder whether we forget
about the 'glamorous' part of 'glam-ping'.
The UK glamping industry is forging way
ahead of some countries in terms of
numbers, yet overall we play safe with our
interior design. There's no need, in fact your
glamping accommodation will shine
brighter than the rest if you don't play safe
and carve out your own style. 

So don't be afraid to express some
personality or go a bit over the top with your
accessories – after all they help create your
individuality and ultimately, your guest
experience. It's helpful to think about what
message you want your 'look' to get across –
natural and rustic? Stylish and elegant? Fun
and friendly? Cool and contemporary?
Quirky and offbeat?  Depending on what
you're trying to create, some or all of these
tips might be helpful. 

Top Tips:
! Work within a tight colour palette
(unless you're going for a boho rainbow
look!) use a colour wheel and the co-
ordinating rules
! Choose your fabrics first then plan
everything else, like paint colours and
accessories, around them
! Use accessories to express your design
scheme, add depth with relevant pieces
! Think about how your accommodation
will photograph, arrange accessories in
groups and use an eye-catching accent
colour
! Weave in items from the locality; local
crafts, rugs, pottery, throws, prints, cards
! Don't include family heirlooms or
expensive items - accidents happen, you'll be
upset and your guests will feel dreadful
! Tempted to follow a current design
trend? Use inexpensive items that can readily
be replaced when it becomes passé  
! Think big, sometimes a well-placed
oversized piece in an interior adds interest
and a sense of extravagance
! Get inspired! Check out Pinterest, Flickr,
Instagram, Google images, related lifestyle
magazines, blogs
! If you're on a tight budget, get creative!
Scour charity shops, boot sales and auctions,
get painting, upcycling and re purposing -
create something totally unique
! If you have a generous budget, hire an
interior designer, aim high, add designer
features, add luxury and create something
totally outstanding.

Practicalities & Guests
Comfort
It all the excitement of pulling together the
'look' let's not forget that accessories also
need to be practical and easy to maintain.
Before you buy that perfectly co-ordinated
accessory think about maintenance - will it

be a devil to clean, is it going to get bashed
about, will it need replacing during the
season, if so and it's expensive, do your
rental fees justify that?
Accessories also need to be easy for your
guests to live with and use. For example is
there a power socket for hair dryers at one
end of the hut and a mirror at the other? Are
there cushions and blankets for those hard,
wooden patio chairs and loungers? 

10 things to remember
1 Chose accessories that suit your guests, a
family accommodation needs to be more
robust, a couples retreats can be more
detailed and less hard-wearing
2 Rugs on wooden floors add warmth,
colour and reduce clatter
3 Think plush and comfort all the way –
there's something deliciously satisfying
about being in the middle of a field and
feeling as cosy as you would on your own
sofa!
4 Make outside as comfortable as the inside
with generously sized patio furniture, throws
and  lanterns   
5 Lighting can be used to great effect to
create a specific mood, atmosphere or style
6 Soft furnishings -  keep spares, accidents
happen
7 Dogs – if you accept pets buy especially
easily washed rugs 
8 Candles, lamps and fires are an essential
part of some glamping sites and add oodles
of atmosphere. They can be used to good
effect for photographs.
9 Always keep safety in mind. 
10 Are the switches on the bedside lamps
easy to reach and use? 

Happy Glamping
Kate

Glamping Accommodation Accessories
Kate Morel, Glamping Specialist

Glamping A'e(orie$

As one of the UK's
leading glamping
specialists, Kate

draws on years of experience in
design, property restoration and
marketing to advise landowners on
glamping diversification, and
curates the Quality Unearthed
portfolio". 
www.qualityunearthed.co.uk
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Retroglamp Ltd
Retroglamp Ltd supply a range of wood
burning stoves perfect for glamping.  Their
signature stove, exclusive to them, is the
glawningGLOW, which was created to
marry together all the best features of a
range of stoves they have tried and tested
rigorously.  

At 12 kg; this compact glamping
companion is ideally lightweight for
bringing along on any trip to kick out 3.5kW of beautiful warmth to heat
up your glamping space in no time.  Even in the height of summer, when
it chills down in the evening you’ll be glad of this piece of kit.

In a stylish matt black, made from cold rolled steel, with a 60mm stainless
steel flue and inbuilt spark arrestor it really looks the part when in situ.
It’s practical too!  It has a handy surface area that can be cooked on with a
removable circular hot plate so you can cook over the open flame too. It
comes with a base plate to stand on but needs a heat mat too.  A flashing
kit must be purchased in order to fit a stove to a bell tent or glawning.
RRP £175 for a glawningGLOW woodburner plus £50 for the flashing
kit. 

www.glawning.com

Glamping A'e(orie$
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For over 25 years, La Hacienda have been enhancing and
enriching the lives of customers. Their product range
demonstrates their passion for designing fun, interesting
and enjoyable products to enrich outdoor life. The in-
house Design Team work hard to bring products to
market which will help customers enjoy their leisure
time. Choose from: contemporary style chimeneas with
bold styling, striking designs and clean lines; traditional
style clay chimeneas, handmade using artisan methods;
multi-functional outdoor cooking products for fun filled
cooking experiences; colourful, textural and exciting
decorative items for home and garden. Whatever the
weather, La Hacienda will help you make the most of
your home and garden.

www.lahacienda.co.uk

The Garden Oven Company

La Hacienda

Designed to enhance the outdoor living experience, these wood ovens from
The Garden Oven Company are fabulously aesthetic additions, with a
whole host of uses. Designed for all year round cooking in this multi-
function oven, chefs can cook, bake, grill, roast and smoke a wide range of
dishes from pizza to fish, bread to Sunday roast! Unlike traditional brick
ovens, these models are transportable and do not require any building work
- so for the ultimate glamping experience, the Garden Oven is where it's at! 

With the very efficient oven lined with firebrick that stores the heat and
insulates it so that it stays warm and evenly heated long after the fire is out.
You simply light the fire in the bottom section and cook on top. Use the
mid-level baking surface for a two minute stone-baked pizza. For
barbequing and smoking the stainless steel
grill and rack are used and the sturdy stand
lifts the oven up to a convenient height and
serves as a wood store. A heavy duty cover
protects the oven from any weather,
keeping it in tip-top shape.

The Garden Oven guarantees family and
guests the authentic wood fired oven taste
(warning: they’ll be back for more!). Not
only will the food taste great, the oven
offers health and environmental benefits as
well, and the fun of using this wood fired
oven may just equal the deliciousness of
what is created!

www.garden-oven.co.uk

Wild
Stoves

Wild Stoves are world leaders in wood-fuelled
technologies for camping and outdoor leisure. They sell a
huge range of stoves which burn wood incredibly
efficiently and almost completely without smoke. These
include rocket stoves and wood-gas stoves as well as a
portable pizza oven. They also stock tripods, Dutch ovens,
storm kettles and a multitude of other bushcraft and
firelighting gear. 

The EzyStove is one of their headline products. This
award-winning Swedish-design is fuelled by sticks. It uses a
combination of insulation and ingenious air venting to
achieve a controllable clean burn, and provides a very
sturdy and stable support for cooking pots and kettles. You
can even stick a griddle on the top and BBQ meat. The
package weighs in at just 2.8Kg, so is easily transportable.
The stove is available from www.wildstoves.co.uk for
£59.95 including UK shipping.

www.wildstoves.co.uk



Bushcraft
Stoves
Just in - the brand new
range of Bushcraft
outdoor wood burner
stoves perfect for the

camping/glamping scene. The new range consists of three wood burner
stoves – The Bushcraft woodburner stove, The Bushcraft woodsman stove
and The Bushcraft silver-gem stove.

All three stoves are designed for use outdoors and inside of bell tents for
the luxury glamping or basic camping. All three stoves are very simple to
use and set up and are great for heating and cooking on. There is also a
range of accessories to match each stove, including spark arrestors, heat
mats, carry bags and tent protectors. 

The Bushcraft silver-gem stove in particular is very different from any
others on the market. It’s made of stainless steel meaning it’s ultra-
lightweight, weighing just 9.1kg complete. It has a glass window on the
front, giving real homely feel once lit. The sleek design means that you
can cook on the top plate or you can simply use it as heater when the
nights draw in. 

All stoves come complete with a flue that breaks down and fits into the
woodburner itself. They all have four fold up legs making them all very
compact and easy to manoeuvre around. 

The stove range starts from just £139.99
The stove accessories range starts from just £15.99
www.canvastentshop.co.uk 
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Windy Smithy

Rotospa

At the Windy Smithy in Devon, a selection of
individually hand crafted products, ranging
from their own Woodburning Stoves for small
spaces, Fire Saucers, and the once unique
Towavardo Travellers’Wagons are created.

These efficient and lightweight burners have
been developed for use in Shepherds’ Huts,
Living Vehicles, Caravans, Boats, Belltents and
Yurts, where an attractive heat source is
required to keep going all night in total safety.

From the tiny 2Kw “Wendy” burner, to the formidable “Henry Ranger”
cooking range, the Windy Smithy can supply the right stove for your
Glamping spaces, along with the flue, accessories and advice that you
need. They also offer a fitting service in the South West.

The Fire Saucers are a portable firepit that can be used on grass or
concrete. It can be taken apart for storage in its canvas bag in the winter,
or when moving to the next site.

Living as a family in the first Towavardo towable bowtop wagon for eight
years, travelling and working all over western Europe, from Portugal to
Finland, Windy Smithy have inspired many similar spaces.

www.windysmithy.co.uk

Hot Tubs and the number one accessory searched for
by holidaymakers online. They can increase
accommodation occupancy by 25% and drive out of
season bookings. 

RotoSpa UK has more than 12 years’ experience of
supplying the holiday industry. It is a family-owned
business which manufactures hot tubs and spas in
the Midlands – the heart of the UK. The high-
performance spas are unique in design, built,
engineered and insulated.  They offer high quality
and use only the best components and latest
technology. 

RotoSpa is renowned for its hard-wearing portable
spas, which are very low maintenance and affordable.
Despite being truly portable, they are engineered for
the rigours of daily use. 

Rotospa is unique in manufacturing in the UK,
whereas many other hot tubs sold in the country are
imported. Therefore, customers can be assured that
they will receive the highest quality after sales care as
sourcing spare parts is never a problem. 
Glamping operators can purchase directly from
Rotospa at trade prices rather than paying a
distributor. The company is keen to build ongoing
working relationship with customers and is proud of
the training it provides following a sale, so that
operators know how to service and maintain their
products for years to come. 

“We have worked hard to identify improvements to
our hot tubs which are required by the glamping
industry,” says the company’s Matthew Zacaroli.
“Our R&D department has spent the last 12
months developing features such as alternative
energy sources, fast draining, automatic fill and top
up. 

“Rotospa can now supply a mini biomass boiler that
will heat our hot tubs and even supply hot water for
a shower! We can also connect our hot tubs heating
to existing Biomass boiler circuits. Rotospa can also
supply a unique portable outdoor gas boiler unit that
will heat our hot tubs and provide a hot shower too.”

Rotospa can also supply and fit automatic chemical
dosing systems and fully commercial hot tubs/ spas.

www.rotospa.co.uk



Cadac Safari Chef
Available through Yorkshire Caravans Outdoor Leisure Department,
the NEW Cadac Safari Chef 2 portable BBQ is already proving to be
a huge success. The Safari Chef 2 is one of the most versatile BBQ’s
on the market, thanks to the range of multi-cooking accessories
which are included as standard - allowing you to cook food you
never thought you could in the outdoors! Stir fry's, burgers, kebabs,

steaks and fish - the Safari Chef 2 can handle it.
It works as standard from a refillable gas bottle
(butane or propane) but can quite easily be
converted to run from disposable gas canisters
using the EN417 Regulator.

It is lightweight and portable, weighs less than
4kg and can be packed away into a Cadac
branded carry bag with individual bags for your
cooking surfaces to prolong the life of the BBQ.

Retail price: £99.00

www.yorkshirecaravans.com

Glamping A'e(orie$
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Kiln-dried logs, kindling and Flamers natural firelighters really
are an absolute must for the perfect camping experience and
there is no better place to go than Certainly Wood. 

A family farming business based in Herefordshire, Certainly
Wood was set up by brothers Nic and George Snell and indeed
they are actually the 'inventors' of kiln dried firewood just over
10 years ago. 

They now produce over 20, 000 tonnes of sustainable British
kiln dried logs and kindling all dried in their 7 wood fired kilns.
They even use solar for much of their electricity, so like
camping, it's all pretty eco-friendly. 

Their range of products are sold through a range of retailers
throughout the UK and mainly garden centres, country stores
and specialist stove retailers or of course you can buy in bulk
direct from their online shop www.certainlywood.co.uk. 

While you will quickly see the benefits of their logs and kindling
you will absolutely love their Flamers natural firelighters which
are the perfect accompaniment for every camper. You only need
one to light the fire and you can even light them when wet as
highlighted in recent Landrover and Bushcraft magazine articles.

www.certainlywood.co.uk

Certainly Wood The Firepit Company
Andy Gage at The Firepit Company is the original UK Fire pit artist
producing a range of unique Fire pits in a variety of sizes and finishes
that will enhance your outside spaces.

Fuelled with wood or lit using LED lighting they create a stunning
and original focus point in your garden, business or
public space, generating discussion and interest for
years to come. We can even create a unique
bespoke Fireball design to match your own
personality and environment.
Each fire pit is hand drawn individually
straight onto the steel and then hand cut and
finished by skilled UK craftsmen in our
workshop in Haverhill near Cambridge.

www.thefirepitcompany.co.uk

Anevay is a sustainable
company who make
portable woodburning
stoves perfect for
glamping. 

They got started designing stoves for disaster zones: their first
stove, the Frontier, developed a bit of a cult following and
Anevay was born.

They expanded their range to include the Horizon Stove, a
lightweight, portable rocket stove, the Frontier Plus, and the
sturdy multifuel Traveller and Fintan Stoves. Their focus is on
getting outdoors: whether it’s cooking outside the tent with
the Horizon Stove, or the full glamping experience with the
Frontier, Traveller or Fintan Stove installed in a bell tent or a
shepherd’s hut.

The stoves are all user-friendly and very safe. Lots of glamping
operators offer the Horizon Stoves to hire as an optional extra
for outdoor cooking, or as an eco-friendly alternative to a
BBQ. The Anevay tent stoves allow the glamping season to be
extended right through the autumn and winter, often a slow
time for glamping operators.
Nothing improves a glamping break like cosying up around a
roaring fire, and heating up a tin of beans is a thing of the past
when you can cook on top of your stove!

www.anevay.co.uk/outdoors

Coir Store Uk
Coirstore specialise in the supply of matting, mats, coconut, coir
matting, marquee matting, bell tent mats, yurt mats, geo-dome and tipi
mats mats. They are one of Britain's largest stockists and have some of
the cheapest prices around. They supply woven Coir 12.2m x 1.8m on
a Roll. Four Treadle Herringbone Weave M4A4 Anjengo / Vycome
Yarns, natural eco-freindly flooring for entrance ways, large tents and
marquee matting. An alternative
Panama weave, longer 20.1m x 2m
Roll. They also supply five sizes of
machine stitched, 2!2 cross thread,
Panama weave, Vycome yarns,  half-
moon coir matting for bell tents.

www.coirstore.co.uk

Anevay
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of a Glamorous
Camping Site

Our final fling in the United States was a
6,000-mile cross-country adventure with
our four children and two dogs. It was
great preparation for our future venture.
We moved back to Britain towards the
end of 2014 and our first guests stayed in
yurt Bronwyn in June 2015. Since then,
we have received more than sixty 5-star
reviews and anticipate a very busy
summer 2016. Cautiously, we would say
Barnutopia Luxury Glamping is a
success, and we believe this is why.

1. We know what we want
It makes it easier to focus on what you
need to do if you know exactly what is it
you want from a glamping business. We
want to make money. Of course. We
need to make money. Doesn’t everyone?
That’s not really knowing what you want.
Specifically, we want Barnutopia to
become our sole source of income. We
know exactly how much income will
sustain our family of six and all our
animals comfortably. That’s our target.
We don’t expect to get rich but,
importantly, we want to enjoy the
business. We don’t want it to become so
big that we are don’t have time to sit and
chat with guests over the campfire.

Think hard about what you want and
need from your glamping business and
plan accordingly. Have concrete goals.

2. We are practically
inclined
A practical skill set is essential. Just like
hotels, glamping sites come with a long
list of regular chores. Add animals and
you need the services of a Chief Animal
Waste Technician (that would be me).
Stay open all year and the British weather
brings a new set of challenges. We have
dealt with complete water failure, yurts
that went green from algae, Storm Barney
(THAT was scary) and so much rain we

thought the dome tent might float away.
We’ve lashed down yurts in the driving
rain, resurfaced a driveway overnight so
guests could park safely and replaced a
septic tank in a few days. All with a smile
and barely any inconvenience to guests.
Oh yes, the pigs made a bid for freedom
on one memorable afternoon and we
mobilised the village to help find them.

Be ready to get your hands dirty at any
hour of the day or night. You need to
be ready for WHEN something
unexpected happens and not IF.

By Katrina Boydon
Owner, Barnutopia
Luxury Glamping
www.barnutopia.com

Five Factors Essential to The Success 

We love the thrill of
camping outdoors.
However, after having
children we couldn’t get
away as often or as easily
as we would like. Carrying
all the stuff became a
major hassle. Other parents
had the same problem. We
became intrigued with the
concept of glamping and,
after researching the
industry, we decided to
open a glamping site

www.theglampingshow.com



3. We invest in promoting
the business
Guest have lots of glamping sites to
choose from. Yours may be the best value,
most comfortable and unique glamping
site in the British Isles. No-one will
actively seek you out. You need to be
everywhere online, and offline if the
chance arises. We spend hours each day
on social media. We pay for advertising
and we don’t resent commission due to
companies, directories and websites that
bring us customers. We have earned and
paid for offline publicity in the form of
editorials and articles. We try to be
wherever our customers are.

Don’t begrudge paying for marketing
and promotion. Either you have to
spend time doing it yourself or you
have to pay someone else to do it.
Preferably both.

4. We iterate, adapt and
change 
Your original plan may not prove to be
the best for your particular
circumstances. We started with three

yurts and planned to add up to seven
more. Having survived our first winter,
we are not so sure. We want to keep our
yurts, and will improve their weather-
proofing, but we have also added a stable,
which stays fabulously dry all winter. We
have a room over the old coach-house
that would make a nice bunk room and
our long barn would be perfect for
weddings. We secured an alcohol license
and planning permission has been
submitted to expand accommodation,
add a toilet/shower block and convert the
barn into an event venue. We are
constantly dreaming up new ways of
expanding that don’t simply involve
providing more of the same.

Be ready to rethink and deviate
from your original plan. Take
advantage of your unique set-up,
location, other local attractions
and activities to improve the
experience for your guests.

5. We like our guests
It seems to us that glamping selects for
nice people. We genuinely enjoy the

company of our guests. We try to
anticipate and accommodate guests’
needs before they ask and we welcome
feedback. We treat our guests like family
friends. This is not so much a calculated
approach as a way of being. If you don’t
like people, glamping may not be the
business for you. We have guests who are
coming back for their second, third and
fourth stays, already. Guest reviews are
full of positive comments about how
great and friendly we are [blush]. You
can’t fake that.

Treat your guests as you would like to
be treated yourselves. A cliché, perhaps,
but that’s because it’s true.

One final note; we often ask guests what
it is that defines and makes glamping an
attractive alternative to traditional
camping. Three themes have arisen
consistently:

! No stuff to carry
! Real beds
! Warmth

And just last weekend, a lovely couple
from south Wales were overjoyed with
their experience. She’d booked six
months ago and I’d “seen” her on social
media frequently. When she arrived, I felt
like I was greeting an old friend. We
chatted a lot during their stay. Her
husband summed up the perfect
glamping experience when he said,

“I can’t believe I’ve just spent the
weekend in a tent in someone’s garden,
and LOVED it.”

THAT’s what I’m talking about.

Operato% Focu$
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VisitEngland

VisitEngland is the National Tourist
Board for England. Its focus is on the
development and delivery of the new
Discover England fund for product
development to ensure that bookable
regional product is being sold in
international markets. This activity
will also benefit the domestic industry
by building engagement and
partnerships between and across
regions and developing product that
will be attractive to both domestic
and international markets.
VisitEngland’s work is underpinned
by robust research and customer
insights. 

VisitEngland manages a number of
accommodation quality schemes
designed to help businesses reach
their full potential. The National
Quality Assessment Scheme is the
largest official star-rating scheme in
the UK, with over 24,000
participating businesses. Each scheme
acts as a business development tool by
providing clear objectives to
complete, a method of benchmarking
against your competitors and the
promotional benefits of an official
quality marque. The previous
VisitEngland Alternative
Accommodation quality scheme has
been re-written and will be launched
as a Glamping quality assessment
scheme in April 2016.  

VisitEngland understands that quality
is the key to success for all businesses
in the tourism industry. The
VisitEngland Glamping quality
assessment scheme is designed to
promote and reward quality.
VisitEngland assessors will offer
objective feedback and advice as well
as solutions that will help to give
participating businesses that
competitive edge. A VisitEngland
Accreditation is an internationally
recognised quality marque.

The VisitEngland Glamping quality
assessment scheme is designed to
ensure that guests can book glamping
accommodation with confidence,
knowing that there will be a certain
standard of quality and that all of the
basic amenities will be provided. 

The assessment scheme will not try to
homogenize accommodation and
stifle creativity and imagination. For
example, mains electricity will not be
a requirement, so light can be
provided in whatever style suits the
accommodation. However, hot water
will be a requirement, either to the
individual glamping accommodation
or to the shared facilities. There will
be two levels of recognition within
the VisitEngland Glamping scheme:

1 VisitEngland Accreditation - in
order to achieve an Accreditation and
display the VisitEngland quality
marque on their website the business
owner will need to provide all of the
information, services and facilities
needed and meet the required quality
standard in all areas.
2 Gold Award - a VisitEngland Gold
award will be given in recognition of
exceptional quality and facilities.

To join the VisitEngland Glamping
quality assessment scheme, please
contact Quality in Tourism (the
assessment service for VisitEngland)
on 0845 300 6996 or e-mail
qualityintourism@uk.g4s.com. More
details from
www.qualityintourism.com.

A Marque of Success
2016 is proving a successful
year for David and Felicity
Brown of Hoe Grange
Holidays, with double
celebrations. Not only are
they celebrating 10 years in
business offering
outstanding self-catering
holidays on their working farm,
but they have won two prestigious
national VisitEngland Awards for Excellence. 

Hoe Grange Holidays were presented with both
the Gold Award for Access for All and the Silver
Award for Sustainable Tourism at a glittering
Awards Ceremony held on 8th March 2016 at
The Winter Gardens, Blackpool; coincidentally
in the very ballroom where owners David and
Felicity first met 32 years ago.

Commenting on the Awards, Sally Balcombe,
CEO of VisitBritain and VisitEngland said “We
received hundreds of applications of an
exceptionally high quality making the
competition for these Awards extremely tough.
It is therefore a tremendous achievement for Hoe
Grange Holidays to win both a Gold and Silver
Award, they have raised the bar for excellence for
others to aspire to, and I warmly congratulate
them on their exemplary contribution to tourism
in this country."

Mike Saul, Head of Hospitality & Leisure at
Barclays Corporate, sponsors of the Access for All
Tourism Award, congratulated David and Felicity
for “embracing accessibility to ensure that people
have the choice and freedom to enjoy a relaxing
holiday in the countryside”.
Hoe Grange Holidays received their Gold Award
from Joss Croft, Director of Marketing,
VisitBritain and Elaine Draper, Director of
Accessibility & Inclusion, Barclays.

The judges were impressed by the couple’s
willingness to share their experience as pioneers
in both accessibility and sustainability, which
means that many other businesses have been
helped on their way. 
Felicity Brown remarked “We love sharing our
special place with guests and are absolutely
thrilled and delighted to win two awards. To be
presented with the awards in the very place
where we first met made the occasion that bit
extra special”

Gillian Scotford, co-founder of the charity
Accessible Derbyshire, added “David and Felicity
are passionate about what they do and as our
Accommodation Ambassadors they share good
practice and readily help others. To win two
VisitEngland Awards is outstanding and proves
they are “Simply the Best”.

the VisitEngland
Glamping Accreditation

www.theglampingshow.com
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It has now been a year since Inn Style
raised equity funding via the internet
using SyndicateRoom.com – just one of
the man crowdfunding platforms that are
available to help businesses start and
grow.  SyndicateRoom.com introduced
more than 20 extremely supportive
investors, most of whom have
participated in our most recent funding
round where we have grown our share
price found-fold in a year – thanks also to
the support of our wonderful, growing
customer base. 

When it comes to crowdfunding, there
are several different platforms and models
to consider, depending on the nature of
your business and what you are trying to
achieve. If you run a business which is
structured appropriately and allows you
to sell its shares and you are confident
you can offer value to an investor –
whether than be an increase in your share
price, or a dividend flow, then equity
crowdfunding may be right for you. 

Inn Style opted for SyndicateRoom.com
primarily because of the nature of its
Syndicate of Angel Investors. Some
businesses have lots of customers who
would like to invest small amounts in
their company’s growth. This is where
either Crowdcube.com or Seedrs.com
also could be attractive platforms. But for
small accommodation businesses, Equity
Crowdfunding will probably not be right
for your business; Kickstarter.com on the
other hand, was one of the first to
pioneer Reward-Based crowdfunding. 

Without having to give away ownership
in your business, you can raise growth
funds by offering your crowdfunders
rewards for up-front payments. This
could be preferential pricing or other
perks – or the ability to jump a queue in
peak season.  Inn Style has a great ‘secret
code’ feature that unlocks preferential
pricing or availability for your guests
who’ve supported your crowdfunding
campaign. There are many other reward-

based crowdfunding platforms available
in the UK, so it is definitely worth
considering. 

Here’s a tip: all crowdfunding sites help
find a valuable new audience for you but
don’t forget your current audience – they
are the first to support your campaign
because they trust your product. 

If you would like to find out more about
Inn Style and their crowdfunding
journey, please visit innstyle.co.uk for
more information or call their friendly
UK-based team on 01473 487 350/0800
00337425

Inn Style is an accommodation owner’s
best friend. Think of it as an online diary,
booking system and payment processing
machine rolled into one simple-to-use
tool.  

and could it raise your pitch? 

What is Crowdfunding 

The practice of funding a product or venture by raising small amounts of money from
a large number of people, usually via the internet. People get to invest a set amount
and get something in return if the project is successful. Usually this is some equity in
the business they are investing in.

By Adrian Melrose,
CEO, Inn Style Ltd 

Inn Style has undoubtedly saved us time
and money.
Inn Style helps us convert website visitors
into direct bookings without us having to
lift a finger. It has undoubtedly saved us
time and money.
Beth Jones - Cwtch Camping, Wales
www.cwtchcamping.co.uk
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– the first in a series of articles about one
couple’s dream to set up a glamping business. 

Part One – Planning 

Back in 1983 I was standing in an estate
agents office in Cambridgeshire with my
wife Avril. We had recently had our flat
burgled and decided it was time to leave
London and we had driven up the A1 to
seek a better life. “What type of property
are you looking for?” said the estate
agent. “Isolated,” came my wife’s resolute
response. 
In fact it took us almost 30 years to find
that isolation in the hamlet of Mardu in
Shropshire eighteen months ago. Almost
the whole county is designated an Area of
Outstanding Natural Beauty. We found a
cottage nestling in the lee of a hill with
it’s own little brook running through the
garden and overlooked by pasture and
woodlands.  We found a place where it
really is a joy to step outside.
From here, Avril runs the administration
of a national organisation and I run our
restoration business.  With a decent rural
internet it is now easier to set up and
work full time
from

an office at home. Our
particular dream,
though, was always to
break into the
hospitality business.  Not
long after having settled
in, we began to canvass the
new friends we’d made with
the idea of having glamping pods
in the pasture across the lane opposite
our home where we had a kitchen
garden.  
We were both surprised and delighted to
find that our neighbours were and remain
incredibly supportive of the idea,
something that we knew if we went ahead
to a planning application we couldn’t take
for granted.  
Ours had to be a proposal and design of
the very highest quality if we were going
to succeed and at the same time keep
these lovely new friends of ours.  We
employed the services of local architect
Nick Dummer from Spacescape to assist
us with the planning process and provide

the necessary detailed drawings and
found that our county’s adopted

planning policies were
available online and for the

most part were
reasonably accessible.

Over the next few
months we
grappled with the
various planning
documents, and
soon realised
that living in an
AONB with an
adjacent
watercourse
which flows into
a river that is

itself a Site of
Special Scientific

Interest (SSSI); we
had to deal with a

number of
environmental and

ecological constraints and
find ways to meet them.  

It’s important to say that as far as

planning is concerned, we can only speak
of our own experience and as such it
became apparent that for us to succeed
the key elements were:

Understanding Strategic Core Policies -
Every county council has adopted
planning policies, find out what they are
and how they affect what you want to do.
The more understanding you have the
more intelligently you’ll be able to argue
your submissions.

Pre Application Advice - Gone are the
days when you could pick up the phone
and speak to a planning officer and with
the government and LA’s all looking to
cut costs a planning officers caseload is
always full. So now you’ll have to submit
a pre-planning advice application to ask
the questions and get the responses.
During this period, you can ask an officer
and if you wish a local parish councillor
to visit the site and discuss the matter
with you.  You’ll also be able to respond
to their responses, what you’re aiming for
is that ‘Holy Grail” ‘clarity” and if you’re
really lucky you might even succeed.  But
take heed, no matter what they may say if
you don’t seek Pre-Planning Advice and
go straight to a Full Planning Application
you’ll almost certainly find yourself at the
back of the planning queue and getting
pushed further back as those that have
sought PPA submit their applications.  

Design Plan - This is always going to be
subjective but if it’s clearly a rubbish
design you can’t really expect the planners
to allow you to succeed with it can you?

Splendid Isolation 
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by Philip Wright
www.kimrest.co.uk 

Philip, Avril and
Elkie the cat



Particularly if like us you live in an
AONB planners are bound to only
consider a design of the highest quality.
Also, design is not just about what your
the pod, yurt, lodge, treehouse or
whatever looks like itself but also about
the accompanying facilities and
landscaping, trees, footpaths, driveways,
parking areas etc. that go with it and
their impact upon the site.  Also, whilst
this isn’t necessarily about money we all
know that you tend to get what you pay
for.  Whatever Design you decide upon it
will have to meet certain criteria, we
found ourselves asking the following
questions and a great many more besides:

Sustainable Design - are the build
materials from sustainable sources?
Wherever possible they should be.  Can
we use renewable energy or energy saving
technology for heating or hot water?   By
design, can we make it blend in well with
the local environment? 

Scale - Does it sit well at the location or,
is it overpowering?  Does the local
topography lend itself to our design?
Can it be seen from a distance?  

Environmental and Ecological Impact -
Compost or flush toilets?  How does the
method of waste removal affect the site?
What is the likely impact on the local
wildlife of the new structure itself and of
having people staying there?   What
about the increase in traffic?  Where will
people park?  What are the possible risks
to people who want to stay there?

Sustainability - What does this mean?
Why should the planners allow us to
build there?  How is it sustainable?  What
is there for your visitors to do?  Where
will they eat?  What are the local

resources that
visitors can use
that
demonstrably
shows that
your plan has
a degree of
sustainability?
How far do
they have to
travel and by
what means
to avail
themselves of
any amenities,
will they be able
to walk to them,
cycle, is the public
transport good or,
will they have to use a
car?  In terms of
sustainability, the answers to
these questions matters.

Tourism - It is hoped that like ours
your county council have a number of
policies designed to encourage tourism.
Find out what they are and how they can
help you and how pertinent your
proposal is to them. 

Those that have gone through this will
know I’ve only touched on it above and
that the planning process is guaranteed to
cost you a few sleepless nights.  However,
take heart because it’s your baby and
you’ll want the best for your proposal so,
providing your hair doesn’t start to fall
out or something it’s always worth at least
the effort of trying. 

After many weeks of meetings with Nick,
writing and re-writing statements we
submitted our application for change of
use of the land and to site two pods for
holiday use.  The pods were a decent size
for two people, they had a bedroom,
shower room and toilet, small kitchen
and a seating area.  A month later I had
my first and only meeting with the
planning officer, a young person who
immediately informed me that they could
not discuss the merits of the application
and it was a matter of simply showing
them the site and answering any
questions put to me.  Towards the end of
the end of the meeting I did venture to
mention that we were “very excited about
the possibility of getting into the
glamping business” to which the officer

told me “You know Mr Wright the
council is not in the business of realising
your dreams” at which point I think I
almost bit my tongue off!  

It is stated that a full planning
application should be considered and
resolved within eight weeks.
Unfortunately, that doesn’t often happen
and your patience is likely to be tested.
Our planning application consisted of
twenty documents and was resolved after
26 weeks.  However, the wait was well
worth it as we were successful!  In August
2015 we were granted permission for the
change of use of the field and to site two
pods as holiday lets.  At this point we’d
been negotiating with the supplier of the
pods for about a year, visiting them twice
at their premises and now we could go
ahead.  We were so excited, this was what
we’d always wanted.  It was then we
happened to hear about the very first ever
UK Glamping Show at Stoneleigh Park
so we looked online at the speakers and
the exhibitors listed and just knew we
simply had to go to it.   We registered
and looked forward to the opening day,
what we didn’t know was the impact that
visit would have on us and how it was
about to change everything!

To be continued...
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With many glampsites being without
access to mains gas, owners are often
limited to more expensive energy sources
such as electricity or LPG to heat their
accommodation and other site buildings.

Following the Government’s recent
announcement to extend funding
support for renewable heat to 2021,
Kensa Heat Pumps are urging site owners
to consider ground source heat pumps as
a more affordable and environmentally
friendly alternative. The company’s range
of mini “Shoebox” heat pumps are
designed to be installed inside each lodge,
to provide cost effective and profitable
heating and hot water solutions. Thanks
to the generous income stream from the
heat they produce paid for through the
Government’s Renewable Heat Incentive
scheme, there is a profitable business
opportunity that site owners will
undoubtedly

find attractive.
The Renewable Heat
Incentive is a
Government funded
scheme, which rewards the
owners of renewable heating
systems for the green energy
produce through a 20-year
income stream.  The Government
has recently announced a further 5 year
extension to the scheme, meaning site
owners can invest in confidence, knowing
that the scheme is open to new
applications until at least 2021.  

“A typical holiday lodge with availability to
rent all year round might expect to
generate over £13,000 in RHI income over
the 20 year lifetime” explains Kensa
Commercial Director, Chris Davis. “While
actually the cost to run the heat pump
itself is less than half the cost of the
associated RHI income (per kilowatt
hour), meaning site owners can cost
effectively keep lodges warm even when
unoccupied, helping to mitigate problems
with damp and providing a warm welcome
for the next set of guests.”

Ideal for groups of either existing or new
lodges, ground source heat pumps extract
renewable energy from either the ground
or local water sources (such as ponds, lakes
and rivers).  They are powered by
electricity so are particularly well-suited
where there is no access to mains gas; and
as a cleaner, safer, more affordable
alternative to LPG they are able to produce
3-4 times more heat than the energy they
consume, effectively making them 300%-
400% efficient.  

“We have seen a marked increase in
enquiries from the leisure sector in the

past six months,” adds Davis, “with
site owners looking to reduce
reliance on LPG, oil and electric to
heat their accommodation in order
to reduce energy costs and improve
the environmental credentials of
their businesses.”

“The savings, together with the
attractive income that can be generated

through the Government’s Renewable

Heat Incentive scheme now makes
ground source heat pumps an especially
compelling option, especially when
matched with Kensa’s small, quiet, British
made “Shoebox” models, which are
designed specifically for use in small
properties.”

As a result of their efficiency compared to
conventional heating options, ground
source heat pumps are capable of
reducing heating and hot water costs by
over 50% compared to electric heating
and around 35% compared to LPG,
while also more than halving CO2
emissions compared to LPG.  

Mr Davis continues: “The ground and
sources of water absorb solar energy, like
batteries, which are constantly, naturally
replenished. Ground source heat pumps
can absorb this heat using a variety of
discreet methods, most commonly either
a vertical borehole drilled adjacent to
each lodge, or alternatively pipework
submerged in a pond or lake.  And with
each installation taking no more than 1
or 2 days per lodge, disruption levels will
be surprisingly low impact and with far
less visible impact once complete than
you might imagine.”

With energy costs and environmental
sustainability remaining important issues
for any business, especially those in the
leisure sector, glampsite owners operating
their businesses over the autumn, winter
and early spring would do well to
consider the profitable opportunities of
renewable, ground source heating for
their holiday lodge portfolio.

www.kensaheatpumps.com
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Glamping operators with
lodges, log cabins and
chalets could be saving
thousands in energy costs
and generating a
profitable additional
income stream by
adopting renewable
heating options, according
to the UK’s leading ground
source heat pump
manufacturer, Kensa Heat
Pumps.

To Keep Your
Profits WarmGround Source Heating 



Now in its second year, The Glamping
Show is a dedicated event bringing
manufacturers and suppliers of every type
of structure, product and service together
in one place, where new and existing
businesses can explore the opportunities
that Glamping has to offer.

Last year, visitors arrived from all corners
of the UK as well as from overseas
wanting to learn about the latest trends
and innovative ways on how to
continually improve their business. This
included established operators as well as
visitors who are planning to open a
glampsite for the first time.   Visitor to
the show, Jane Corner had this to say:
“Thank you, I feel inspired and excited to
get our site in Chipping Camden up and
going next year. It was great timing and
the perfect location.”
The glamping seminars were held in
bespoke seminar pods and all were
exceptionally well attended with the
audience spilling out the door on some
occasions.  Lesson learnt; big screen TV
hook up for this year to make sure
everyone who want to attend gets a
chance to listen in!

Silver Lining Networks’ Owner, Marc
Jones, said:  “Compared to other shows
I have exhibited at, this one stands out
because of the relevance of the
enquiries.  It is great to talk to decision
makers, that makes the difference.”

Tiny Wood Outdoors’ Managing
Director, Aidan Reeve, said:  “This is
one of the best shows we have ever
attended because the focus is on
glamping so it is completely relevant to

us.  We have talked to a lot of people
who are thinking of setting up a
glamping business, which is great
because it will start properly for them
at this show.  One day at this show has
been more successful for us than an
entire three days at Farming
Innovation.”

Already confirmed to exhibit for 2016
are:

Anytime Booking 
www.anytimebooking.co.uk
Anytime Booking can either be fully
integrated with your website, or adopted
as a stand-alone management software.
We’ll make sure it’s straight forward for
your online customer to navigate
seamlessly, from browsing to checkout

Ashton Shepherd Huts
www.ashtonshepherdhuts.co.uk
Ashton Shepherd Huts is a high quality
builder of traditional shepherd huts,
based upon original Victorian principles.
We offer our clients a beautifully crafted
hut, made from traditional materials and
built by craftsmen.
We either deliver a complete hut for
clients to furnish themselves; or with an
optional extras package, we provide the
complete experience delivered ready to
use. Our huts even plumb in to give you
a kitchen space, bathroom or outside
changing room.

Ashwood Shepherd Huts
www.ashwoodshepherdhuts.co.uk
Shepherds hut, fishing hut, studio,
summerhouse, B&B, office, glamping,
guest room, studio, craft room, changing

room, shop, tea room and much more.
Delivery available worldwide. Our huts
should give you and future generations
many hours of enjoyment.  We hope they
will be the antiques of the future.

BoldScan – Albion Canvas 
NEW EXHIBITOR
www.albioncanvas.co.uk
Somerset based Glamping manufacturer,
Boldscan, has created the next generation
of tents that take glamorous camping to a
new level. 
The innovative and stylish design of the
`Etosha` range capitalises on the natural
setting; with big picture windows and
two deep wooden verandas covered by a
canopy, one of which can feature a hot
tub. 

BSW Timber Group
NEW EXHIBITOR
www.bsw.co.uk
BSW Timber is the largest sawmilling
business in Great Britain. We have seven
sawmills in the UK and one in Latvia,
production capacity of over 1,000,000m3
of sawn timber per year. BSW Timber
supply sawn timber products to various
industries in the UK. 

CampPlus
www.campplus.co.uk
CampPlus offers en-suite campsite
facilities. A private bathroom right next
to your tent or caravan. It’s the missing
link between a fully serviced pitch and a
bungalow. The CampPlus unit will
significantly increase the turnover and
occupancy of your campsite pitches. It’s
an investment that pays for itself.

22ND – 24TH SEPTEMBER 2016
NAEC, STONELEIGH PARK, WARWICKSHIRE.

Sho) information
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Sho) Information

Cedartree Products Ltd 
www.cedartreeuk.com
Cedartree Products Ltd is a young and
dynamic company, manufacturing and
distributing an attractive range of
products to the broad description of
‘outdoor living’. Cedartree is a family-
owned business with a manufacturing
base in Stokenchurch, Oxfordshire. As
the name implies, we manufacture
entirely from Western Red Cedar. All our
roofs are made from Western Red Cedar
shingle tiles.

Centre For Alternative
Technology 
www.cat.org.uk
CAT is an education and visitor centre
demonstrating practical solutions for
sustainability. We cover all aspects of
green living: environmental building,
eco-sanitation, woodland management,
renewable energy, energy efficiency and
organic growing.

Certainly Wood Ltd
NEW EXHIBITOR
www.certainlywood.co.uk
Certainly Wood is a family business and
the largest specialist firewood supplier in
the UK producing 20,000 tonnes per
year of kiln dried logs and kindling. All
firewood and kindling is hardwood and
from sustainable British woodland,
locally sourced from within a 100 mile
radius.

CLA
www.cla.org.uk
Anyone who owns rural land, no matter
how much, will benefit from joining the
CLA. The CLA is the only organisation
dedicated to defending your interests as a
landowner and is your only truly
independent and authoritative source of
advice.

Clear Sky Safari
NEW EXHIBITOR
www.safaritents.net
The Clear Sky team has worked in the
industry for 20 years, and Company
Director, Mark Scott, also runs his own
safari tent letting business based on his
farm in Kent. Extensive research into the
best manufacturers led to the company
supplying the best quality tents. 

Cool Camping
www.coolcamping.co.uk
Find the best campsites and camping
grounds in England, Scotland, Wales and
France. Campsite reviews, photos,
facilities, equipment guides, plus much
more.

Driftwood Campers 
www.driftwoodcampers.co.uk
All our vans are made to our customers’
specifications and we encourage them to
get involved, as much as they choose, in
the design and build.

Eco Toilets 
www.ecotoilets.co.uk
Composting toilets treat human
excrement using biological processes,
turning it into organic compost material
that can be used to fertilise the soil. They
are small-scale, complete waste processing
systems. 

Garden Exteriors Ltd
www.gardenexteriors.com
All our Structures are manufactured in
Lapland from the finest, sustainably
sourced, Scandinavian Redwood and are
therefore truly Authentic Arctic
Structures.

Green Eco Living
NEW EXHIBITOR
www.greenecoliving.co.uk
Green Eco Living is a UK manufacturer
and supplier of eco friendly, energy
efficient home camping pods and
glamping pods. Based in Lancashire UK,
Green Eco Living are able to design,
build, install and supply various types of
pods throughout the UK. As well as
glamping pods and chalet pods we also
manufacture hotel boutique rooms and
leisure buildings of various construction
types.

GTF Event Equipment
Finance
www.gtfeventequipmentfinance.co.uk
GTF is a leading Independent Finance
Broker specialising in Equipment
Finance/ Leasing provider for Operators
within the Event and Hospitality sectors
in the UK. We can arrange bespoke
finance packages for all types of
equipment for use in the Event &
Hospitality industries.

Hangzhou LeShade
Outdoors
NEW EXHIBITOR
www.leshade.en.alibaba.com
Chinese manufacturers of Canvas tents,
Bell Tents, Teepee Tents and more.

Hooked on Glamping
www.hookedonglamping.co.uk
We specialise in making your glamping
decor as individual as you are. No mass
produced, imported items here - all items
are designed and hand crafted/finished to
order by ourselves in the UK.

Horne Engineering Ltd
NEW EXHIBITOR
www.horne.co.uk
Since 1909, Horne Engineering Ltd has
been at the forefront of the design,
development and manufacture of
thermostatic valves for mixing and
temperature control applications.

Inn Style – NEW EXHIBITOR
www.innstyle.co.uk
Inn Style is the clear and useful product
you need to take online bookings,
manage your diary, distribute your
availability and process payments online.

Lotus Belle Tents Ltd
www.lotusbelle.co.uk
An independent manufacturer of high
quality glamping tents. The sleek and
aesthetically pleasing design maximises
usable head-height space across the whole
footprint of the tent. Our tents can easily
be put up by one person, pack away in to
a duffel bag, and perform superbly well in
strong wind and heavy rain.
All our Lotus Belle tents are made with
high quality, 360gsm canvas, it is
waterproof, rot proof, and meets all EU
fire proofing regulations. The Lotus Bud
is made using 190gsm fire, water and rot
proof canvas. 

Mango Crafts Ltd
NEW EXHIBITOR
www.mangocrafts.com
At Mango Crafts we pride ourselves on
being a pioneering force in the design
and manufacturing of furniture creations.
We don’t just make furniture - we bring it
to life.

www.theglampingshow.com
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Mattressman 
www.mattressman.co.uk
We’re the UK’s biggest online mattress
specialist — you can choose from
thousands of mattresses that we select
from the top manufacturers, and get the
very best advice from our team of sleep
experts.

Naked Flame Eco-Tubs Ltd 
www.nakedtubs.com
Handcrafted from premium wood with
stainless steel. Our Eco-Tubs are crafted
from Spruce, Larch and Thermowood to
a size that suits you Our premier hot tubs
are made the best Thermowood.
Thermowood is famed for its
extraordinary durability and resistance to
decay.

Nizam Tents
NEW EXHIBITOR
www.nizamtents.com
NIZAM is proudly one of the oldest tent
manufacturers in the sub-continent. For
over a century we have been
manufacturing tents that have tradition,
five generations worth experience and
quality Craftsmanship written all over
our tents.

Paull & Co Ltd 
www.paullsmatting.co.uk
Paulls Matting specialises in the
distribution of entrance matting,
entrance mats, cut to size & pre-cut sized
entrance matting, entrance mats,
coconut, coir matting, marquee matting,
doormats, rubber mats, novelty mats,
rubber backed, bell tent mats, yurt and
tipi mats, bound coir rugs and
commericial/trade matting.

Popaloo 
www.popaloo.co.uk
We are a new British business who have
designed and developed a lightweight,
compact and easily portable toilet
system…the Popaloo. 

Quality Unearthed
www.qualityunearthed.co.uk
If you own glamping accommodation or
an unusual property and are looking for
marketing & booking support please get
in touch. We offer a competitive
commission structure, and there are no
fees to join our portfolio or a restrictive
contract. 

Riverside Shepherd Huts -
NEW EXHIBITOR
www.riversideshepherdhuts.co.uk
Over 30 years of experience in the
manufacture of all bespoke steel framed
buildings, including industrial units,
warehousing, supermarkets, garden
centres, sports halls and various other
structures.

RotoSpa Rototec SAS/
Aquashell 
www.aquashell.eu
Inspirational floating buildings and land-
based structures to make use of any site

Outstanding® Safari Tents
www.safaritents.co.uk
The Outstanding® safari tents can be left
up all year. They are complete with
bathroom fittings and furnishings.

Silver Lining Networks
www.silverliningnetworks.co.uk
Silver Lining Networks provide public
Wi-Fi to a range of industries, including
holiday parks, camp and glampsites,
marinas & events.

The Garden Oven
Company 
www.garden-oven.co.uk
Discover the traditional taste of wood
fired cooking in our versatile ovens:
Smoke, bake, grill, roast, barbecue and
cook a wide range of dishes from pizza to
fish, bread to a full Sunday roast dinner!

The Septic Tank Store 
www.theseptictankstore.co.uk
We are a family business that has been
supplying the building market with tanks
and associated products for over 20 years.
We hope our new website is easy for you
to use and find the parts you need.  All
prices are ex vat.  Delivery is FREE to
mainland England.

Tiny House UK 
www.tinyhouseuk.co.uk
These custom built, fully insulated,
luxury cabins are built like a house which
will last a lifetime. Custom built by Tiny
House UK to any size, any shape, any
colour. Let your mind run free.... what
do you want it to be?

Tiny Wood Homes
www.tinywoodhomes.webs.com
Tinywood Homes creates beautiful

homes for those seeking a luxury solution
to tiny living. If you are looking for
something a little different, unusual,
eccentric and cosy, you have come to the
right place!

Towergate Insurance
NEW EXHIBITOR
www.towergateinsurance.co.uk
Europe’s Largest Independent Insurer
With Over 200 Insurance Products!
Tailored to your needs.

Visit England 
www.visitengland.com
The official tourist board for England

Wigwam Holidays
www.wigwamholidays.com
Cosy, wooden Wigwams in over 70
stunning  destinations across Britain.

Wildwood Design
NEW EXHIBITOR
www.wildwood-design.org
As well as building bowtop wagons and
drays, I specialise in the towable wagon
or 'Twagon' - a traditional bowtop
mounted on a caravan chassis. I also carry
out repair work, restoration projects and
build sundry items such as pan boxes,
steps, and shafts.

Yamaha Motor Europe -
NEW EXHIBITOR
www.yamaha-motor.eu/uk/
On road, off road, power products and
lifestyle products.

Solar Technology
NEW EXHIBITOR
www.solartechnology.co.uk
Established in 2000, Solar Technology
International is an award winning, UK
based company at the forefront of solar
engineering and innovation.

Off Grid Energy
NEW EXHIBITOR
www.offgrid-energy.co.uk
All the GREEN power you want
anywhere you want it.

Sho) Information



DO YOU HAVE A PASSION FOR GLAMPING?
PUT THESE DATES IN YOUR DIARY NOW!

THE GLAMPING SHOW 2016 22ND – 24TH SEPTEMBER 2016
NAEC, STONELEIGH PARK, WARWICKSHIRE.

SEE OUTSTANDING PRODUCTS ….  LEARN FROM THE EXPERTS….SHARE YOUR DREAMS!

THEGLAMPINGSHOW.COM
WHO SHOULD EXHIBIT?
" Bell Tents

" Camping Vans

" Camping Wagons

" Consultants and Planners

" Eco Toilets

" Gypsy Caravans

" Landscaping

" Lighting

" Log Cabins

" Magazines and Websites

" Medieval Tents

" Outdoor Garden Offices

" Portable Toilets/Washrooms

" Safari Tents

" Shepherd Huts

" Solar Energy

" Storage Containers

" Tipis

" Tree Houses

" Utilities and Accessories

" Wigwams

" Wooden Tent Structures

" Yurts

WHO IS GOING TO ATTEND?
" Adventure Parks

" Architects

" Camping and Caravan Club

" Camping Sites

" Caravan Club

" Caravan Parks

" Country Houses

" English Heritage

" Farmers

" Festival Operators

" Fisheries

" Glamping Sites

" Holiday Park Groups

" Holiday Parks Independent

" Hotel Operators

" National Parks

" National Trusts

" Pre Pitched Tent Operators

" Pubs

" Theme Parks

" Visitor Attractions

" Woodland Managers

" Zoos

SEMINARS AND WORKSHOPS
Experts will be hosting a full seminar
programme on all Glamping related
issues. Assisting to increase revenues,
service, profit and guests!

Holiday Parks
Management

Supported by

“The Glamping Show is a fantastic idea
and the timing is exactly right. HPM is
fully behind this fascinating and exciting
sector.”
Nina Blanchard, Managing Director

Contact: Dan Wiseman, Show Manager T: 07958 030 785
E: dan.w@theglampingshow.com W: www.theglampingshow.com

Contact Dan for
details of how to
exhibit:
dan.w@theglampingshow.com

Follow us on Twitter for more
news: @TheGlampingShow


